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1. INTRODUCTION

By combining data on enfities from different
sources, researchers are often able to perform
anslysas that would not be possible if they were
to use data from individual sources separately.

When a unique common identifier (such aa a
verified Social Security Number) is available on
individual sources of data, matching files
merely involves using the unique identifier as
the sort key and then directly matching records
from the two files.

When a unique common identifier is not avail-
able, it is necessary to use other identifying
information. Characteristic identifying infor-
mation might consist of surname, street addreas,
or ZIP code in matching files that contain name
and address information. Uae of such informa-
tion involvea several practical problems.

First, if the precise locations of identi-
fiers (such as first name and surname) are not
conatstent from record to record, computer
matching using the identifiers cannot be per-
formed. Second, some identifiers may be mis-
codad or missing on some records. Third, such
identifiers, or even combinations of them, are
not unique for individuals .or buainessea.

This paper presents examples of some of the
solutions for problems arising in preparing name
and address information for uae in matching
files.

Most of the work described has taken place at
the U.S. Bureau of the Census, the Statistical
Reporting Service in the U.S. Department Of
Agriculture, the Energy Information Admtnfstra-
tion, and Statistics Canada. The problems,
examples, and resultant methodologies should be
representative of problems that arise in
general.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Why Preproceaslng is Needed
Match/merge strategies generally perform

better (i.e., have lowar rates of erroneous
matches and nonmatches) when address lists have
been preprocessed to produce more consistent
formats and spellings and to dalineate records

representing different types of entities (such
aa records associated with individuals sole
proprietorships, partnerships, and buslnessea).

2.2. Definitions
As the terminology of matching is not always

consistent from reference to reference, we

present deftnitiona.
A match is a pair of records that represent

the asme unit and a nonmatch is a pair of
records that do not. Blockin~ is a procedure
for subdividing files into a set of mutually
exclusive subsets under the assumption that no
matches occur acrosa blocks. Each mutually

exclusive subset consists of records agreeing on
the blocking characteristics.
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A positive link ia a pair of records that is
designated as a match. A positive nonlink la a
pair of records that is designated as a
nonmatch. A possible link ia a pair of records
that ia not designated as a positive link or
nonlink. Additional steps, such as manual
review or collection of additional information,
are needed to designate it as a positive link or
nonlink.

A Type I Error is the designation of a pair
of records as a positive nonlink when it is a
match. Type I Errors have been referred to as
erroneous or falae nonmatches (U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1980) . A Type II Error is the
designation of a pair of records as a positive
link when it is a nonmatch. Type 11 Errora have
been referred to as erroneous or false matches.

2.3. Nature of the Problem
The specific types of matchlmerge procedures

adopted depend on the identifiability and con-
sistency of corresponding information in the
address lists to be merged. For instance. if an
addresa list were in free format, then merging
would have to be done manually becauae computer
software could not use corresponding information
such aa NAME or ZIP for blocking pairs of
records.

Even if fields such as NAPE, ADDRESS, CITY,
STATE, and ZIP are identified (possibly using
manual techniques), it may not be possible to
block records accurately if words in corres-
pond ing fields do not contain consistent
spellings. For instance, the STATE field and
worda such as ‘COMPANY,’ ‘CORPORATION,’ ‘P O
BOX,’ and ‘STREET’ should be spelled or abbre-
viated in a consistent manner.

If subfielda such as FIRST NAME, MIDDLE
INITIAL(S), SURNAME, STREET NUWBER, STREET NAME,
PO BOX NUMBER, ROUTE NUMBER, and SUITE NUXBER
are identified and placed in fixed locations,
then they can be used for delineating true and
false matches. If FIRST NAME and SURNAME
subfields are in inconsistent order within the
NAME fields of two lists, than it will not be
possible to block records accurately using the
NAME field.

2.4. Match/Merge Stages
As the need for sDecific trees of preproces-

sing is closaly conne~ted to d~kferent match/
merge strategies, these strategies and their
relationship to specific data needs will be
summarized.

Matching records within or across lists
consists of two stagea. In the blocking atage,
pairs of records are blocked Into sets of pairs
using a few common characteristics with sub-
stantial discri.minatlng power. Some such
characteristics are the SOUNDEX abbreviation of
SURNAME (see e.g. Bourne and Ford (1961)) or ZIP
code. Records for which such common charac-
teristics do not agree are assumed to represent
different entities.



In the discrimination stage, blocked pairs
are categorized as positive links, poaitlve
nonlinka, or potential links using all available
discriminating characteriatica within blocked
pairs of records.

At both stages preprocessing can play an
important role. For instant@, if records of
individuals are blocked using the SOUNDEX abbre-
viation of the surname, the location of surname
needs to be identified and the spelling of
surnames needs to be moderately accurate. If
records of establishments or buaineases are
blocked using ZIP code, then ZIP codes need to
be accurate.

If the first name, firat four character of
the street address, and state abbreviation are
used for designating links and nonlinks within a
aet of blocked pairs, then those fields and
aubfields need to be located and accurate.

2.5. Topics Addressed in Paper
The remainder of this paper presenta examplea

of the kinda of name and addresa lists that are
encountered and the types of praproceasing that
are performed. ‘he third section presents
examples illustrating problems with namas and
addresses in lists that are normally available
for updating. The fourth section presents a
summary of the various typea of preproceaaing
software and procedures to i’dentify different

typea of entities, clean up fields and sub-
fields, and identify subfields of the NAME and
STREET ADDRESS fields.

The fifth section describes methods for
comparing strings that are used to overcome some
speiling- variat-ions and
The final section poses
ther research.

3. EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS
LISTS

to create sort keys.
some problems for fur-

IN NAME AND ADDRESS

In addition to the problem of locating
sources of lists for uae in updating, there are
problems associated with lists that can make
them difficult to use. Problems can include
transferal of hardcopy lists to computer files,
identification of fields and aubfields, and
different name andlor address representation of
similar entities or similar representation of
different entities.

This section provides examples of the prob-
lems that affect ~ list’s suitability for uae as
an update source.

3.1. Keypunch Error in Consistently Formatted
Subffelds

Addresses in a source list might contain a
significant number of typographical arrors --
which do not seriously affect manual processing
-- while the computerized mailing list does not.
The following two pairs of namea and addreaaes
representing two entities, from source lists and
mailing lists being updated, respectively,
illustrate the problem.

(a) J K Smoth 114 E Main Stret
J K Smith 114 Main St

(b) Southside Feul 898 Northwat Hghwy
Seth Side Fuel 8895 Northwest Hwy

3.2. Unidentified Fields
Address records in which the five fields

NAME, STREET, CITY, STATE, and ZIP occur in free
format generally cannot be placed in consistent
formats using straightforward computer code.
They must be reformatted manually. Free format
records often exist as address labels in which
the five fields occur In no fixed format.

The following examplea illustrate the problem
of free formats:

(a) A A Fuel Oil
CIO Marvel Distribution Co
PO Box 519
Larsmie, Wyoming 66519

(b) Smith Distributing
5632 Westheimer
Suite 43
Houston TX 77514

(c) ABC Oil, PO Box 54
Grand Rapids
Michigan 49506

In example (a) the name occurs on the second
line whereas in examples (b) and (c) it occurs
on the first. The STREETfPO BOX field appears
on the third, second, and first lines of
examples (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The
CITY field appears in the second to last line in
example (c) but on the last line in examples (a)
and (b).

3.3. Inconsistently Formatted Subfields
If formatting conventions within subfields of

the name and address field vary substantially,
merging procedures may not perform as well as In
the situation in which corresponding subfields
can be readily identified using computer soft-
ware. For instance, one or more lists might
contain records with names and addresses in the
following forma:

(a)

(b)

(c)

In

J K Smith Co 113 Main
Smith J K Co 113 EMain St
Smith Jonathon K Co PO BOX 16
A A Fuel Co PO Box 105
AA Fuel Distribution Inc Drawer 105
R Smith Fuel Co 1171 Northwest

Highway
Robert Smith Highway 65 Weat
Smith Co Route 1

the first two lifies of example (a), both
SURNAME and STREET NAME are not ot&ious u&tchas
using a straightforward computer comparison and
the billing addresa in the third entry makes it
difficult to determine if the three entries
represent the same company.

In example (b), the COMPANY NAME aubfields
cannot be easily identified and the ADDRESS
fielda may be difficult to compare. In tha
example (c), SURNAMES may not be identified and
the equating of street addreasea of the firat
two entries requites specific geographic infor-
mation. Without additional information, it 1S

difficult to detarmine whether the third entry
represents the asme company as that given by the
firat two entries.

3.4. Name and Address Representation

3.4.1. Same Entity, Different Name and Addreaa
Entities in some potential updata sources are

represented in substantially different forms
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than the entities are represented in the mafn
mailing list. When this happens, it is diffi-
cult to determine those records representing
entities that are out-of-scope or duplicate to
records in the main mailing list.

For instance, a list of individuals licansed
by a state to sell petrolaum products might be
considered aa an update source for a list of
businesses selling petroleum products in the
atate. The reason that the list of ownara might
be considered ia that aending a form to elthar
the owner of a small fuel oil dealership or the
appropriate corporate billing addresa (which
might exist in the main mailing list) could
yield correct sales information.

Combining such a list of owners with a list
of businesses can yield difficulties. Without a
suitable additional data source, it may be
impossible to identify records representing the
same entity that take the following form:

J K Smith 116 Main St
Anytown 66591

~ A Fuel PO Box 68
Othertown 66442

3.4.2. Same or Different Entity, Similar Name,
Different Address

If the purpose of a mailing list is to provide
one address record for each corporate entity,
then additional difficulties can arise.
Businesses often maintain substantially dif-
ferent mailing addresses, sometimes even
requiring survey forma to be sent to locations
in different statas. For instance, addresaes
could take the following form:

ABCFuel Co 116 Main St
Anytown CA 96591

ABC Fuel Oil PO Box 534
Othertown NY 10091

J K Smith ABC Co PO Box 68
Sometown KS 66442

The firat two records could represent the
aeme corporate entity, independent but
affiliated companiea, or unaffiliated companiea.
The third addreaa could represent a aubaidiary
of one of the companies represented by the firat
two records, a aubaldiary of an unidentified
company, or an affiliated but independent dis-
tributor of products for some ABC Co.

3.4.3. Different Entity, Identical Address
andlor Phone

With soma lists, different entltiea mav be.
represented aa follows:

(a) Pargaa of Illinois PO BOX 661
NY 10015 202/664-2139

Pargas of Ohio PO BOX 661
NY 10015 202/664-2139

(b) ABC Diatrib.ting 1345 t?eatheimer
TX 71053 703/789-5439

Lone Star Oil 1345 Westheimer
TX 71053 703/789-5439

Example (a) illustrate a situation in which
a parent company reports separately for two
subsidiaries. Example (b) could reprasent a
situation in which an accountant reports for two
different companies. The addreaa and phone
number could be the accountants.

Example (b) could also represent different
companies which are both located in the same
office building or two different companies, one
of which haa gone out of business. If companies
are matched using TELEPHONE, manual followup may
be required to determine whether one has gone
out of business or is an affiliate of the other.

4. PREPROCESSING METHODS

Methods of preprocessing, using manual pro-
cedures or software, have been developed to (1)
delineate corresponding classes of records such
as those associated with corporations, partner-
ships, or individuals within a list of
businesses; (2) identify corresponding subfielda
such aa HOUSE NUMBER, STREET NAME, and PO BOX;
(3) make consistent the spelling of words such
as ‘STREET,’ ‘CORPORATION,’ and ‘ROUTE;’ and (4)
clean up ZIP codes.

4.1. Identification of Individual, Partner-
ships, and Corporations

As racorda associated with individualsfaole
proprietorahipa, partnerships, and corporations
within a list of buafnesaes have different
characteristics, they are sometimes dis-
tinguished and processed separately. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture/Statistical Reporting
Service (USDA/SRS, 1979) and the U.S. Department
of Commerce (1981) have developed software
andlor procedures for identifying individuals,
partnerahfpa, and corporations in lists of
farina.

It appears that partnershipa are identified
aa thoaa records having ‘6’ In the NAME field.
Corporation are those records having worda such
as ‘CORP,’ ‘CO,’ ‘INC,’ ‘FARM,’ and ‘DAIRY’ in
the NAME field. Individual are those records
not classified aa partnerships or corporation.

Records aaaociated with partnerships are more
difficult to procasa (may require more manual

followup) because partnerahipa can be
erroneously matched more times than records
aaaociated with individuals and because part-
nership records can take the followlng incon-
sistent forms:

Smith John A & Mary B
Smith John 6 Jones Lee
Smith John A, Smith Mary B, & Lee Jones
Smith Mary B & Jones Lee
Smith Mary B 6 Smith John A

Tha first entry containa only one SURNAME
entry while others contain one SURNAME for each
partner. The third entry represents a partner-
ship of three individuals while the others
represent only two. Due to ordering differences
in entries two through four, it is difficult to
datermine if Jones or Lea is the individual’a
aurnama.

4.2. Formatting and CLeanup of the Name Field
Subfields

Cleanup of the name field consists of replacing
common words such as ‘COMPANY,’ ‘INCORPOiATE0,7
‘LIMITED,’ ‘FARMS,’ ‘BROTHERS,’ ‘ SALES, ‘ and
‘DISTRIBUTOR’ with standard spellings or abbre-
viations and replacing common variations of
first names such as ‘ROBERT,’ ‘BOB,’ ‘ROB,’
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‘ROBT’ with standard spellings or abbreviationa.
The standardization ia typically done using

lookup tablea that contain previously identified
spelling variations. Such lookup tables are
easily updated when new spelling variationa are
encountered. Lookup tables are In uae at
USDA/SRS (1979), the U.S. Department of Commerce
(1978b, 1981), the Energy Information Adminis-
tration (EIA) (Winkler, 1984), and Statistics
Canada (1982).

Formatting of name fields aaaociated with
individual involvea manually identifying the
aubfields FIRST NAtiE, MIDDLE INITIAL(S), and
SURNAME and either placing them in fixed loca-
tions (USDA/SRS, 1979) or in fixed order (U.S.
Dept. of Commerce, 1981). If NAME subfielda are
in fixed order, then software can be used to
Identify individual subfielda.

4.3. Formatting and Claanup of the Straet/
Nailing Address Field

Cleanup of the street/mailing address involves
replacing such commonly occurring vorda aa
‘STREET,’ ‘PO BOX,’ ‘RUML ROUTE,’ ‘ DRAWER,‘
‘AVENUE,’ and ‘HIGHWAY’ with standard spellings
or abbreviatlona. Such standardization
typically involves lookup tablka that are eaaily

updated as new spelling variationa are encoun-
tered.

Varioua spellings of large cities in the CITY
field can alao be standardized using lookup
tables. Such standardization may only be par-
tially effective because of the large differ-
ences in spelling and abbreviationa used for
core cities and suburbs in large metropolitan
areas.

Formatting can alao involve placing aubfielda
such aa STREET NAME, STREET NUMBER, PO BOX
mm, RURAL ROUTE in fixed locationa
(USDAISRS, 1979; U.S. Dept. of Conmerce, 1978b;
Statistlca Canada, 1982).

ZIPSTAN software (U.S. Dept. of Coamerce,
1978b) has been developed to identify pertinent
subfielda of the STREET field in files of indi-
viduals. The following examples show repre-
sentative EIA records before and after ZIPSTAN
processing:

Figure 1. -- Before ZIPSTAW

1. EXCH ST
2. HWT17 S
3. 1435 BANK OF THE
4. 2837 ROE BLVD
5. MAIN & ELN STs
6. CORNER OF MAIN & ELN
7. 100 N COURT SQ
8. 100 COURT SQ SUITE 167
9. 2589 WILLIAMS DR AFT 6

10. 15 RAILROAD AVE
11. 2ND AVE NWT 10 W
12. MAIN ST
13. 184 N DU PONT Pw
14. 1230 16TH ST
15. BOX 480
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Figure 2. -After ZIP6TAN

Pra- S f
No. Eouse fixes Street Name f:x:s Unit

Ho. 12 1 12

1.
2. NW
3. 1435
4. 2S37
5.
6.
7. 100 M
8. 100 CT SQ
9. 25S9

10. 15
11.
12.
13. 184 N
14. 1230
15. 480

SXCE ST
17TH s
BANK OF THE

ROE BL
MAIN ELFl STS
CORNER OF MAIN CLJY
COURT SQ
•~~ NO ~~ ● ** RM 167
WILLIAMS DRAP6
RAILROAD AV
2ND AV NW 10
MAXN ST
DU PONT Pw
16TH ST
●PO BOX*

ZIPSTAN is able to identify accurately sub-
fields in 13 of 15 casea. The two exceptions
are casea 2 and 8. In case 2, ‘WY’ ia moved to
a Prefix position and ’17’ is placed in the
STREET NAME position. In case 8, ‘COURT,’ the
STREET NAME, ia placed in a prefix location.

Although ZIPSTAN accurately identifies the
subfields associated with interaectiona (caaea
5, 6, and 11), such identification may not allow
accurate delineation of duplicate In com-
parison of varioua lists. Some Msta may
contain STREET ADDRESS in the following forma,
none of” which la readily comparable with the
forms in examples 5, 6, and 11.

5. 34 Main St
5. EIm and Main Streeta
11. Nwy low
11. 7456 Richmond Hwy

5. METHODSOF STRING COMPARISON

If comparable strings have been identified
(ace sections 3.4, 4.2, and 4.3), then it la
useful to compute a distance between them in
blocked paira of records. If properly devised,
string comparators can overcome minor spelling
● rrora.

5.1. Abbreviation Methods
Abbreviation methods (see e.g., Bourne and

Ford, 1961) are intended to maintain some infor-
mation needed for identifying a record while
alleviating problems due to spelling variationa.

Aa an example, the SOUNDEX abbreviation method
will be described and Illustrated.

The SOUNDEX abbreviation of an alphabetic
word consists of four characters. The firat
SOUNDEX character agrees with the firat
character in the word. All nonleadfng vowels
and tha letters H, W and Y are deleted. Similar
sounding consonant are mapped into integer
codes aa follows:

B, F, P, V -> 1,
C, G, J, K, Q, S, X, Z -, 2,
D, T -, 3,
L -, 4,
M, N -~ 5, and
R -, 6.
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Repeating Integer codes are deleted and
SOUNDEX abbreviations of less than four
characters are zero filled on the right.

Comparison of SOUNDEX abbreviations of words
induces a metric in which agreeing SOUWDEX
abbreviations are assigned distance O and dis-
agreeing 1.

5.2. General String Comparators
Aa common abbreviation methods (section 5.1)

are not able to deal with typical coding errors,
more exotic methods for string comparison have
been introduced.

An early comparator is the Damerau-Levenstein
(D-L) metric (see e.g., Hall and Dowling, 1980,
pp. 388-390). The basic idea of the metric ia
as follows. Any string can be transformed into
another string through a sequence of changes via
substitutions, deletions, insertions, and pos-
sibly reversals. The smallest number of such
operationa required to change one string into
another is the measure of the difference between
them.

The minimum value that the D-L metric can
aasume ia O (character-by-character agreement)
and the maximum is the maximum number of letters
in the two words being compared. For Instance,
the D-L distance between ‘ABCDEFG’ and ‘WXTZ’ is
7.

Using the Damerau-Levenstein metric or
various straightforward extensiona of it (see
●.g., Hall and Dowling, 1980) is difficult
because: (1) the dynamic programming necessary
for computing the metric is cumbersome and (2)
neighborhoods of given strings contain too many
unrelated strings (i.e. , the metric does not
have good distinguishing power, see section
5.3).

5.3. Jaro’s String Comparator
Jaro (see e.g., U.S. Dept. of Commerce,

1978a, pp. 83-108-) introduced a string compara-
tor that is more straightforward to implement
than the Damerau-Levenstein metric and more
closely relates to the type of decisions a human
being would make in comparing strings.

The string comparator ia a weighting function
for pairs of atrings denoted as reference file
strings and data file strings. It is defined as
follows (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1978a, p. 108):

W = wgt_cd*c/d + vgt_rd*c/r +
wgt_tr*(c-tr) /c

where
wgt cd = weight associated with characters in—

wgt rd =

wgt tr =

d=
r=
tr =

c-

the data file string but not in the
reference file string;
weight associated with characters in
the reference file string but not in
the data file string;
weight associated with
transposition;
length of the data file string;
length of the reference file string;
number of transpoaitions of
characters; sod
number of characters in coamon in
the two stringa.

TWO character are considered in common only
if they are no further apart than~- 1)
where m = max(d,r). Characters in common from

two strings are said to be assigned. Other
characters from the two strings are unasai greed.
Each string has the same number of assigned
characters because each asaigned character
representa a match.

The number of transpositions are computed as
follows: The first assigned character on one
string ia compared to the first assigned
character on the other string. If the
characters are not the same, half of a trana-
poaition has occurred. Then the eecond asstgned
character on one string is compared to the
second aasigned character on the other etring,
etc. The number of mismatched characters is
divided by two to yield the number of transposl-
t ions.

If two strings agree on a charscter-by-
character basis, then the Jaro weight, W, is aet
equal to wgt_cd+wgt_rd+wgt_tr, which is the
maximum value that W can assume. The minimum
value that the Jaro weight, W,, can assume is O,
which occurs when the two stringa being compared
have no characters in common (subject to the
above definition of common).

5.4. Manual Comparison
The purpose of different string comparators

is to asaign a value to the quality of com-
parison in a manner that mimics how a human
being might make a decision. Because of this,
it is useful to describe how manual review
decisions can be quantified. In section 5.5,
the manual review decisions will be compared to
results obtained using the string comparators of
sections 5.1-5.3.

Quantification of manual review decisions can
be performed as follows:

1. have a number of individuala compare pairs
of corresponding substrings such as
SURNAMEa;

2. score comparisons using the scale: l-no
match, 2-likely falae match, 3-possible
true match, 4-likely true match, and
5-true match; and

3. average results of the comparisons over
individuals and compute the corresponding
coefficients of variation.

5.5. Comparison of String Comparators
Table 1 !movides a comparison of the measures

of agreement using the SOUNDEX abbreviation, the
Damerau-Levenstein metric, Jaro’s string com-
parator, and a weight based on manual review.
To make the values in the table easier to
compare, all meaaures were transformed to a
scale from O to 1. A value of O represents
nonmatch and a value of 1 represents match.

The transformations are performed as follows:

1. SOUNDEX=l-SOUNDEX;
2. D_L =(5-D_L)/5;
3. JARO =JARO/900; and
4. MAN =(MAN-1)/4.

In equations 1-4 the measures on the right-
hand side (as defined in sections 5.1-5.4) are
replaced by the scaled measures. As the basic
Damerau-Levenstein metric D-L (section 5.2) on
the right-hand side of equation 2 varies from O
(total agreement) to 5 (substantial disagree-
ment) for the examples in Table 1, the scaled
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D-L metric is transformed into a weight in which
O and 1 represent nonmatch and match, respec-
t ively.

In computing the Jaro weight, JARO, the
weights wgt_cd, wgt_rd, and wgt_tr (section 5.3)
are each given the values 300 which are the
same as the default values given in the Census
software (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1978a, p. 88).
As the baaic JARO weight on the right hand aide
of equation 3 varies between O and 900, dividing
by 900 changes the scale from O to 1.

In Table 1, with the exception of example (h)
(completely different words), all examples
represent similar character atrings that
disagree because of minor transcription/ke~unch
errors. Each pair of surnames Is taken from EIA
files. With the exception of example (h), the
aurnemes represent the same entity.

Overall, we can aee that the SOUN’DEXweight
is high for only 5 of 9 matching surname pairs;
D-L weights are generally moderately high to
high for 8 of 9; Jaro weights are consistently
high; and the manually estimated weights vary
significantly with no apparent consistency. It
is important to note that, with the exception of
example (h), all waights should be consistently
high.

In comparing the D-L metric and the Jaro
weight, we see that the Jaro weight gives addi-
tional weight to longer, but similar, strings.
For instance, with short strings in which one
character disagreea (examples (f) and (i)), the
D-L and Jaro weighta are about the same. With
longer strings in which one character disagraes
(examples (d) and (e)), the Jaro weight Is
higher than the D-L weight.

For example (g), it la interesting to note
that the manually estimated weight of 0.88 la
lower than the weight of 1.0 provided by each of
the other string comparators. Human beings are
able to make use of the auxiliary information
that “Smith” la a cowunonly-occurring word and
downweight their judgments accordingly. Such
downweighting ts inharent in the application of
the Fellegi-Sunter model which utilizes fre-
quency of occurrence of character strings (see
e.g., Rogot, Schwartz, O’Conor, and Olsen, 1983,
p. 324).

6. NEEDED FUTURI WORX

Nthough it is intuitive that preprocessing
can both identify information that should
correspond and make such information more
consistent, few, if any, studies have been aet
up to determine its effectiveness. We do not
know how much different types of preprocessing
reduce matching error rates, nor do we know the
extent to which they lower amounts of manual
processing.

Effective evaluation may require the creation
of data bases with all matches identified and

suitably connected to entities used for mailing
purposea. Fellegi and Sunter (1969) indicate
that error rates obtained using samples are
subject to substantial variability unless the
samples are very large. Winkler (1984) provides
examples of ratea of erroneous nonmatches baaed
on samples of size 1,800 for which the estimated
sampling error exceeds the estimated error rate.

A key issue that needs to be addressed is

whether the results obtained by empirical evalu-
ation of methodologies on one data set are
likely to be relevant to a different data set.
Specific research problems follow.

6.1. Effects of Spelling Standardization
How much does standardization of the mellinu

of worda such as *COMPANY,l ‘CORIORATIOli,’ ‘i;
BOX,‘ ‘STREET,’ and ‘EAST’ reduce the error
rates associated with a given matching strategy?
What arrors can certain types of standardization
induce?

Some matching strategies consist of blocking
files of individuals using the SOUNDEX or New
York State Intelligence and Identification (for
NYSIIS, see Lynch and Arends, 1977) abbreviation

of surnames. When compared with blocking using
surname, how much does blocking using abbre-
viated surnames reduce the rate of erroneous
nonmatches and can such abbreviations provide
information useful for delineating matches and
nonmatches within the set of blocked pairs?

Some matching strategies consist of blocking
files of businesses using the ZIP code and first
few characters of the NAME field. How much
effort is involved in cleaning up ZIP codes and
how much do the cleaner ZIP codes reduce ratea
of erroneous nonmatches? Should the ZIP codes
in a given metropolitan area all be mapped into
one sort key used for blocking records?

How much can the delineation of true and
false matches be improved if the spelling end
formatting of the CITT field are made more
consistent? What are the best strategies for
correcting inconsistencies in the CITY field?

6.2. Effect of Formettfng of Subfielda
How much does the identification of SURNAME,

FIRST NAME, HOUSE NUMBER, STREET NAME, and PO
BOX help reduce error rates? What subfields
prwide the greateat reduction? Are the sub-
fields providing the greatest reduction dif-
ferent in files of bualnessea than in files of
individuals?

6.3. Abbreviation Methods Used in Blockin~
What are the best methods for blocking files

of individuals? Blocking on surnames ‘abbre-
viated using methods such as SOUNDEX and NYSIIS
will usually designate as nonmatches those
matches containing errors due to miskeying,
fnaertiona, deletions, and transpoaltions.

In comparing methods of abbreviation and
blocking, we need to consider rates of erroneous
nonmatches, total number of pairs in all blocks,
and computing requirements if some blocks are
large. Given these evaluation criteria, are
there methods of abbreviation and blocking that
would perform better than SOUNDEX or NYSIIS?

6.4. Effect of String Comparison
How much doea the string comparator of Jaro

(section 5.3) that is used for computing agree-
ment weights for corresponding subfields such as
SURNAME, FIRST NAME, and STREET NUMBER (U.S.
Dept. of Commerce, 1978a) help reduce rates of
erroneous matches? Are there better algorithms
for string comparison? What measures should be
used In comparing the effectiveness of two
atring comparators?
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Table 1: Comparison of String Comparator Metrics Using
Surnames that are Generally Similar

Maximum
surnames string ISOUNDEX D-L Jaro Manual

length E

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)

(h)

(i)

(j

Tranisano
T’raivsano
Alexander
Aleander
Nuzinsky
Newzinski
Smthfield
Smithfeld
Bachman
Bahcman
Dixon
Nixon
Smith
Smith
Smith
Jones
Ouid
Ovid
Boc
Boco

9

9

9

9

8

5

5

5

4

4

Number of values NA
above 0.5

0.00

0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

5

0.60

0.80

0.40

0.60

0.80

0.80

1.00

0.00

0.80

0*80

8

0.93

0.96

0.81

0.93

0.96

0.87

1.00

0.00

0.83

0.92

9

0.35 40.3

0.63 15.1

0.42 39.2

0.63 20.2

0.63 30.9

0.13 35.1

0.88 24.0

0.00 0.0

0.55 13.2

0.32 29.3

5 NA

~ Coefficient of variation associated with estimate based
on manual review by nine individuals.
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WEIGHTS IN COMPUTER MATCHING: APPLICATIONS AND AN INFORMATION THEORETIC POINT OF VIEW

Nancy J. Kirkendall, Energy Information Administration

This paper summarizes the historical development
of computerized matchfmerge procedures and
describes the test statistic used to clasaify
record pairs as a match or nonmatch in terms of
its information theoretic interpretation. Cur-
rent matchfmerge software procedures are com-
pared and contrasted based on their differing
approaches to estimation.

INTRODUCTION

The match/merge procedures discussed in this
paper are those which are intended to perform
exact matching. Exact matching has been defined
(U.S. Department of Commerce, 1980) as the
linkage of records from two or more files
containing units from the same population. The
intention of exact matching is to link data for
the same unit (e.g., person) from different
files. If units which do not represent the same
individual are linked, the result fs a false
match or type 2 error. If units which do
represent the same unit are not linked, the
result is a missed match, or type 1 error.

There are many different purposes in exact
matching. Examples range from obtaining more
data elements for an individual by merging
information from different surveys, to creating
a more comprehensive name and address list by
merging the names and addresses from many
sources. In the first case, it is important to
make sure that matching is done accurately so
that the merged data constitute a multivariate
observation from a single individual (see
Kelley, 1983). In the second case, the merging
is intended to ensure as complete a list as
possible while eliminating duplication.

The most significant paper on the theory and
practice of matching is by Fellegi and Sunter
(1969) . Their paper documents the derivation of
a test statistic and a critical region for
deciding whether or not a pair of records is a
match. In addition, it discusses some of the
assumptions necessary for practical application
and describes approaches for estimating the

probabilities which are used to calculate the
test statistic. Most of the probabilistic
matchlmerge procedures in use today are based on
an application of the techniques described in
the Fellegi-Sunter paper.

Although the Fellegi-Sunter paper was the first
publication of the theoretical background for
matchfmerge procedures, many of the ideas and
techniques embodied in the methodology had been
used since the late 1950’s by Howard Newcombe
et al. Newcombe’s papers from that time period
describe the use of the test statistic for which
the derivation was later presented by Fellegi
and Sunter. (See Newcombe et al., 1959 and
Newcombe and Kennedy, 1962.)

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Assume that two files, A and B, are to be
merged. Each file contains at least one record
for each unit (person or establishment) in the
file. Each record contains a set of attributes
for that unit. These attributes may include:
numerical identifiers with very good identifying
characteristics such as the social security
number; standard identifiers such as name and
address; characteristic information such as sex
or date of birth; or any other data which might
be available on survey files or administrative
record files.

In the matching process, each record in file A
can be compared to each record in file B. The
comparison of any such pair of records can be
viewed as a set of outcomes, each of which is
the result of comparing a specific attribute
from the record in file A with the same attri-
bute in the record from file B. Outcomes may be
defined as specifically as desired. For exam-
ple, one might define an outcome of a comparison
to be simply that the attributes agree or that
they disagree. Or, one might define the agree-
ment outcome more specifically, baaed on the
possible values that attribute can take. For
example, one outcome might be that the surnames
agree and equal “Smith,” while another might be
that the surnames agree and equal “Zebra,” etc.

“Comparison of attributes” is usually inter-
preted to mean that the same attribute is
recorded on each record and that they can be
compared directly. However, it is possible to
“compare” different attributes which are known
to be correlated or to use information from only
one record in conjunction with general informa-
tion from the other file. An example is given
in Smith, Newcombe, and Dewar (1983). In their
application, records from a file of patients
diagnosed as having cancer are linked with
records in a death file. The variable “cause of
death” in the death file is used in conjunction
with general statistics concerning the cause of
death among cancer patients and the cause of
death among the general population to provide a
different sort of “comparison of attributes.”

In the above, it was implied that every record
from file A is compared to every record from
file B. In practice, with large files this
would require an extremely large number of
comparisons, the vast majority of which would
not be matches. To make the size of the problem
more manageable, files are generally “blocked”
using one or more of the available attributes,
and record pairs are assumed to be a possible
match and subject to the detailed attribute
comparison only if they agree on the blocking
attribute. In using a blocking procedure, there
is necessarily a higher rate of unmatched
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duplicates (type 2 error) because records which
do represent the same unit, but disagree on the
blocking attribute, are automatically rejected
as possible matches. However, the gains in the
form of reduced processing are significant. See
Kelley (1985) for a probabilistic approach to
selecting blocking strategies.

THE PROBLEM

Probabilistic test procedures are based on
evaluating record pairs one at a time and
subjecting each pair to a decision as to its
match status. The procedure does not consider
the expected number of matches or nonmatches in
a merging of two files, and does not make use of
the result of the classification of any previous
record pairs.

In this section the test statistic and the
critical region are described based on an
information theoretic argument. Details of the
derivation are presented in the Appendix. The
resulting test statistic and critical region are
exactly the same as those derived by Fellegi and
Sunter. One advantage of the information
theoretic approach is that the inclusion of the
log of the prior odds of a match, as described
by Howe and Lindsay (1981) and by Newcombe and
Abbatt (1983) can be directly related to the
methodology. Calculation of this test statistic
yields a value which is commonly referred to as
the “weight” for or against a match.

Given any pair of records, we want to make a
decision as to whether they match (H -- the
null hypothesis) or do not match (H: -- the
alternative hypothesis). This decision will be
based on the observed comparison of the attri-
bute items on the two records. The set of all
outcomes resulting from this comparison is the
random variable, xi, which takes values accord-
ing to the outcomes which were specified for all
of the attributes.

The discrete random variable, xi, can take any
of n different values. The number n can be very
large, either because a large number of attri-
butes are compared, or because a large number of
outcomes are possible for any one attribute
comparison. The probabilities with which xi
takes any of the n values under both H and H
are assumed to be known. The ques%ion 04
estimating these probabilities is addressed
later. The decision process is formalized by
considering the following two hypotheses:

Ho:

‘1:

The event that two records represent the
same unit (i.e., a match). Under Ho, the
frequency function of the random variable,
xi, is denoted P(xi/Ho) = poi for i=l, .,,
n.

The event that the two records represent
different units (i.e., a nonmatch.) Under
H,3 the frequency function of the random
v;riable, x , is denoted P(xi/Hl) = pli for
i=l, . . . n.i

AN EXAMPLE OF A COMPARISON VARIABLE

Assume that two records are being compared and
that a decision will be made as to their match
status based on a comparison of three attri-
butes: surname, first name, and sex. For each
attribute there will be two possible outcomes:
either they agree or they do not agree. Thu S ,

the comparison set can take any of 2**3 = 8
(n=8) possible values. For simplicity we also
assume that the probabilities of agreement or

disagreement of the attributes are independent
under both Ho and H

1“
Thus, given the following

table of probabilities, the frequency function
of the comparison vector can be calculated under
both hypotheses.

TABLE I
PROBABILITIES OF AGREEMENT

Attribute Under H I Under HI
o

Surname .90 .05

First name .85 .10

Sex .95 .45

In the following let x=(al,a2,a3), where ai = O

if item i disagrees, and ai=l if item i agrees.

The comparison of surname ia represented by al,

the comparison of first name by a2, and the

comparison of sex by a3. Thus, the random

variable, xi, has the frequency functions given

by poi (under Ho) and pli (under HI) in the

following table.

TABLE 11
PROBABILITIES FOR COMPARISON VARIABLE

1 1 I
i ‘i I eo~ Pli

1
2
3
4
5
6

:

(0,0,0)
(1,0,0)
(0,1,0)
(0,0,1)
(1,1,0)
(1,0,1)
(0,1,1)
(1,1,1)

.0008

.0068

.0043

.0143

.0383
,1283
.0808
.7268

.4703

.0248

.0523

.3848

.0028

.0203

.0428

.0023

THE TEST STATISTIC

As shown in the Appendix, the test statistic

T(xi) = 10g(poi/pli) = I(o:l;xi). (1)

is a sufficient statistic for discriminating

between Ho and H
1“

The number log (poi/pli) is

an information number. It provides a meaaure of
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.

.

the information for discriminating for Ho and

against Hl which waa gained by observing the

random variable, xi.

T(xi) is the log of the ratio of the probability

of the outcomes, denoted by xi, under Ho to the

probability of the same set of outcomes under HI

(the log of the likelihood ratio.) Note that if

these probabilities are the same then T(xi)=O,

and this set of outcomes has no discriminating
power for identifying whether records represent
the same unit. If poi is larger than pli, then

T(xi) will be positive for that category. The

larger T(xi), the stronger is the possibility

that observation of this set of outcomes indi-
cates that the records represent the same unit.

If poi ia smaller than pli, then T(xi) is

negative. The smaller T(xi), the stronger is

the possibility that this set of outcomes
indicates that the records do not represent the
same unit.

DETERMINING THE CRITICAL REGION

The final part of the matching problem is to

determine cut-off values, c1 and C2, so that Hl

is rejected if T(xi) is greater than C2 and Ho

is rejected if T(xi) is less than cl. If T(xi)

falls between these two valuea, the test is
inconclusive and the record pair may be subject
to manual follow up.

In standard applications of testing simple
hypotheses, there are only two outcomes: accept
the null hypothesis or reject it. Here, the
three region test comes from the union of two
tests. First, consider a test of Ho vs. HI.

For a test with significance level alpha, this

leads to the critical region defined by cl.

Next, consider the test of Hl vs. Ho with

significance level beta. This leads to a

critical region defined by C2. Individually,

according to the Neyman-Pearson Lemma, these
tests are the best tests at their respective
significance levels. The first test rejects Ho

if T(xi) is less than cl. The second test

rejects H
1

if T(xi) is greater than c
2“

Since c1 is generally less than C2, the union of

these two tests yields the three region test
described above.

This is illustrated below with our previous

example. In Table 111 the column labeled T(xj)

is the log of the ratio of p
Oj and Plj ‘rem

Table II, but here the table is arranged so that

the T(xj) are in ascending order. The next to

last column presents the cumulative probability

under Ho of observing T(xi) less than or equal

to the given T(xj). It is used to specify cl.

In this example, if alpha is equal to .05, then

c1
is equal to -1.9. The last column is the

cumulative probability under HI of observing

T(xi) greater than or equal to the given T(xj).

It is used to specify C2. In this example, if

beta is equal to .05 then C2 is equal to 2.7.

TABLE III

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEST STATISTIC

j n

-j
‘j

T(xj ) poj x Pok glk‘lj ~1

1 (0,0,0)
2 (0,0,1)
3 (0,1,0)
4 (1,0,0)
5 (0,1,1)
6 (1,0,1)
7 (1,1,0)
8 (1,1,1)

-9.2
4.8
-3.6
-1.9

.9
2.7
3.8
8.3

.a308

.0143

.0043

.0063

.08@

.1283

.0383

.7268

.4703

.3848

.0523

.0248

.0428

.0203

.0028

.~23

.ax$

.0151

.0194

.0262

.1070

.2353

.2736
1.WM

1.CXW
.5301
.1453
.0930
.0682
.0254
.0051
.0023

Thus, if alpha and beta both equal .05, we would
classify a pair as a match if we observe vectors
(1,0,1), (1,1,0), or (1,1,1). We would classify
pairs as a nonmatch if we obssrve (0,0,0),

(0,0,1), (0,1,0), or (1,0,0), If we observed
(0,1,1): agreement on sex and first name, but
disagreement on surname, we would be unable to
classify the pair as either a match or a non-
mat ch.

The test statiatic and critical region defined
in this way are the same aa those developed by
Fellegi and Sunter (1969), although that paPer
also included a discussion of randomization to
achieve the type 1 and type 2 error levels
exactly. They develop the decision rule for
accepting H or HI based on minimizing the

o
probability of not making a decision. That is:
minimizing the probability that T(xi) falla
between c1 and C2 for a given alpha and beta.

THE POSTERIOR ODDS RATIO

The development presented here and in Fellegi-
Sunter (1969) use the test statistic defined in
equation (l). However, equation (A2) can be
rewritten as

logp(Ho/xi)/p(Hl/xi) =lo8Poi/P1i + hpmo)@@l). (2)

Here the log of the posterior odds ratio is
written as the sum of the information number and
the log of the prior odds ratio. Howe and
Lindsay (1981) call equation (2) the “total
weight” for a match, but acknowledge that the
prior odds ratio is difficult to evaluate. The
most recent papers by Newcombe and Smith include
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procedures for estimating the prior odds ratio
in some unique situations (see Newcombe and
Abbatt, 1983 and Smith, Newcombe, and Dewar,
1983) . Note that the prior odds ratio reflects
any information available regarding the match
status of a given record pair before the attri-
bute comparison. If the prior odds of a match
were the same for each record pair then the test
statistic and critical region for the comparison
of attributea would both be shifted by the same
value. In such a case the inclusion of the
prior odds ratio would not change the outcome of
the statistical test. However, the posterior
odds ratio has the advantage that it can be
interpreted directly aa the odds that the record
pair matches.

In the Smith, Newcombe, and Dewar paper, the
prior odds ratio is calculated based on a life
table analysis of the severity of cancer diag-
nosed, an attribute available in the search
file, and the year of the death file being
searched. In their example, the prior prob-
ability of a match is different for each indi-
vidual in the search file and instead of ap-
plying specifically to a record pair, it applies
to the individual record initiating the search
and to an entire one year death file.

INDEPENDENCEOF ATTRIBUTES -- A SIMPLIFYING
ASSUMPTION

In the original pages of this discussion, x. was
1.

defined to be a discrete random variable which
was the intersection of m attribute comparisons.
If the result of each attribute comparison is
denoted as t

j
for j=l, . . . . m, then xi can be

written as the intersection of the t :
j

Xi= tlnt20... ntm.

If tl, . . . . tm are statistically independent,

then equation (1) can be written as:

m
I(o:l;xi) = I(o:l;t ).

j:l ~

Thus, if the set of attribute variablea, tj, are

statistically independent, the weights (i.e.,
the information) for each t

j
can be calculated

separately, and the overall weight (the informa-
tion contained in the intersection of the t ) is
just the sum of the weights for each tj. j

In the previous example, the three attributes
were assumed to be independent. Hence, the
weight for any observed vector can be calculated
as the sum of the information associated with
agreement or disagreement on esch attribute.
For example, for xi=(O,l,l) the weight can be
calculated as the sum of the information associ-
ated with disagreement on surname,

T(al=O) = log (.1/.95) = -3.25;
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the information associated with agreement on
first name,

T(a2=l) = log (.85/.1) = 3.09;

and the information associated with agreement on
sex,

T(a3=l) = log (.95/.45) = 1.08.

The sum of these weights is .92, aa shown in
Table III for the weight (the value of T(xj))

associated with the observation (0,1,1). Thus ,
if it is reasonable to assume that the outcomes
of sttribute comparisons for different attri-
bute are statistically independent, then the
calculation of the test statistic is simplified
because the weights can be calculated separately
and summed.

In this example, it ia reasonable to assume that
agreement on surname is independent of agreement
on either first name or sex. However, if there
is agreement on first name, it ia likely that
there will be agreement on sex. Hence, in this
example, the assumption of independence does not
really hold. To incorporate this dependence,
one would need to consider the probabilities
associated with the bivariate random variable.

AN EXAMPLE OF A MULTIPLE OUTCOMECOMPARISON

The following is a vastly simplified example of
defining the specific outcomes of attribute
comparison by making use of the values they can
assume. This type of “frequency” argument
resulta in lower weights for agreement on common
items and higher weights for agreement on rare
items. It is a simplified veraion of the
treatment of frequencies and error structures
presented h the 3?ellegi-Sunter paper, pages
1192 and 1193 (PP. 60 and 61 in this volume).

Here, assume that surnames are being compared in
a pair of records. Assume that there are only
two frequently occurring names in the file,
llsm~thlr and llJonesf~; the other names (m of thed

all occurring with roughly the same low
frequency. Thus, we define the following set of
outcomes of the comparison of surname:

/

“%dth” fftitwvariableesgn?esndbothequll
II=*,,!

“Jones” ifthetwovariablesegm?andbothequal
x= “Jcms,”

“other” ifbothvdatlesagmebutdomtequal
~~$~~th)j ~ll-,l?

“diaegree’’ifthaitem -.

(Note that the set of outcomes defined for item
comparison must specify a partition of the set
of all possible results into mutually exclusive
and exhaustive subsets.)

Further assume that: 1) surnames in the two
files under consideration are both random
samples from the same population, and that in
this population,

,,Smith!! occurs with probability

pa, “Jones” occurs with probability pb, and each



of the other m error-free names in the file
occurs with probability Po; and 2) the only
errors in the name fields are keypunch errors,
which occur at the same rate, 1%, in both files,
independent of the particular name.

Under H :

Under Hl:

A pair of records is a match. Names
agree unless there is a keypunch
error. Thus , the probability of
agreement on Smith is Po~ =

pa*(.99)**2 (the probability of

observing “Smith” times the proba-
bility that the value was keypunched
correctly on both files). Similarly,
the probability of agreement on Jones

po2 = pb*(.99)**2S and the probability

of agreement on one of the other nemea

fs Po~=Po *(.99)**2. The probability

of disagreement on name when the
record pairs represent the same

individual is Po~= 1-P01-P02 03
_rn*p

= (l-(.99)**2)*(pa+pb+m*po)

= 1-(.99)**2=.02.

The records do not represent the same
individual and any ajzreement on name
occurs at random. fi~ probability of
agreement with name “Smith” is
(.99*p )**2; the probability of
agreem~nt with name “Jones” ie
(.99*pb)**2; the probability of
agreement with some other name is
(.99*p )**2; and the probability of
disagr~ement
l-.99**2*(pa**2+pb~2+m*po~~ . (:

have assumed that the probability that
a keypunch error results in some valid
name is negligible.)

Thus, from equation (1) the weight fOr the
various outcomes is:

If x*=Smith,
T(x*)=log(.99**2*pa/ .99**2*Pa**2)=lo6(l/Pa) ●

~*=Jones,

T(x*)=log(.99**2*Pb/‘99**2*pb**2)=10g(1/pb)“

x*=other,
T(x*)=log(.99**2*Po/. 99**2*Po**2)=10g(1/po) “

xh+~sagree,

T(x*)=log
(.02/(l-*.99**2*(Pa**2+Pb**2+m*Po**2) )).

Newcombe, Kennedy, Axford, and James (1959)
noted that in frequency based matching, if an
item, a, is found in a master file with proba-
bility pa, and if the two files being matched

can be viewed as a sample from that master file,
then, when a record pair Is a match, the proba-
bility that the items agree and equal “a” iS
proportional to pa. When the record pair is a

nonmatch the probability is prOpOrtiOnal to

pa**2 with the same constant of proportionality.

Thus, the weight for a match when item a is
observed is log(pa/pa**2) = log(l/pa). This is

illustrated in the example above. Most of the
Smith and Newcombe papers describe calculation
of the weights for agreement on a particular
Item as the log of the inverse of the frequency
of occurrence of that item.

The Fellegi-Sunter paper presents a derivation
of the frequency based weights for specific
agreement in the presence of several types of
errora. Their procedure still leads to weights
for agreement of log(l/pa) because, as in the
above exemple, the error terms impact the
probability of agreement under H and the
probability of agreement under HI is the same
way.

VARIATIONS IN PRACTICE

Probabilistic matching techniques (based on the
Fellegi-Sunter paper) have been implemented in
ma”ny software systems, including the Generalized
Iterative Record Linkage System (GIRLS) from
Statistics Canada (see Smith and Silins, 1984)
which is now called the Canadian Linkage System
(CANLINK); UNIMATCH from the U.S. Bureau of the
Census (see Jaro, 1972); the Statistical Report-
ing Service’s (SRS) Record Linkage System from
the U. S. Department of Agriculture (USDA); and
the California Automated Mortality Linkage
System (CAMLIS) from the University of
California at San Francisco. Work by Rogot
et al. (1983) at the National Center for Health
Stetistice has also used probabilistic matching
techniques.

The two major references for this section are a
paper by Howe and Lindsay (1981), which de-
scribes a vereion of the GIRLS system, and a
number of unpublished papers by Richard Coulter,
Max Arellano, William Arends, Billy Lynch, and
James Margerson dated 1976 and 1977, which

describe the SRS Record Linkage System. These
two systems were included in this review because
they are applications of a modified Fellegi-
Sunter approach and because the available
documentation was thorough.

The GIRLS system was developed to SupPort
epidemiologlcal research. Thus, it is primarily
intended to link records for a cohort group to
morbidity or mortality data. Attributes avail-
able for comparison usually include first name,
surname, middle initial, sex, date of birth,
place of birth, parents’ names and places of
birth. Some of the application-specific items,
such as blocking attribute and definition of
outcomes for attribute comparison, are not fixed
in the system. They can be specified by the
user. In the following, the specific applica-
tions by Howe and Lindsay are described.

The SRS record linkage system is intended to,
support development and maintenance of state-
level sampling frames for agricultural surveys.
Here, the primary intent of the linkage system
iS to unduplicate a list created by merging
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multiple lists. The most commonly available
attributes are surname, first name, and address.
In addition to the probabilistic matching
procedure, record pairs which have identical
address fields are reviewed manually to identify
matches. This system is not a general-purpose
matching system. It was developed and is used
solely to maintain the USDA frames.

Blocking

In these applications, both systems block first
on surname code -- a variation of the New york
State Identification snd Intelligence System
(NYSIIS) code. A surname code is an alphabetic
code designed so that the most similar names and
the names with the most frequently encountered
errors of misreporting will have the same code.
See Lynch and Arends (1977) for a description of
surname codes and the rationale used by SRS to
select the NYSIIS code for their system. If the
resultant block size is too big, SRS uses
secondary blocking on first initial and tertiary
blocking on location code. The Howe and Lindsay

application blocks first on NYSIIS code, then on
sex. In neither case are the weights changed to
reflect the impact of blocking.

Weights for Agreement

Both systems make extensive use of frequency-
based weights, and both systems use the files
being matched to calculate the frequencies.
Both systems also assume that these frequencies
include keypunch errors, recording errora, and
legitimate name changes. This is different from
the Fellegi-Sunter approach, which assumed that
the frequencies were based on an error-free name
file.

The SRS approach handles partial agreements by
calculating a weight for agreement on specific
surname and a weight for agreement on specific
NYSIIS code with disagreement on surname. The
Howe-Lindsay paper extends the accounting for
partial agreement by specifying agreement on
specific first seven characters of surname;
agreement on specific first four characters with
disagreement on the next three characters; and
agreement on specific NYSIIS code with disagree-
ment on the first four characters of surname.
In both systems, pairs with disagreement on
NYSIIS code will never be considered because of
the blocking.

Estimation of Error Rates

Both systems use an iteration scheme to provide
final estimates for the required error rates.
First, initial estimates are provided, a sample
of records is processed through the matching
algorithm, and a preliminary set of matched
record pairs is identified, These pairs are
assumed to be true matches and are used to
estimate the error rates, as discussed below.
These revised estimates for the error ratea are
input to the system; the sample is processed
again and the newly matched pairs are used to
reestimated the error rates. The iteration is
continued until the estimates for the error
rates converge.
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The errors are handled in the Howe-Lindsay paper
as transmtsaion rates:

‘1 =

‘2 =

‘3 =

the probability that the first seven
characters of surname are equal to the
“true” value;

the probability thst the first four
characters are equal to the “true” value
but the next three characters are
different; and

the probability that the surname code is
equal to the “true” surname code, but
that the surnames disagree in the first
four characters.

These transmission rates can be estimated from a
sufficiently large set of pairs which represent
true matches by using the following counts: the
number of pairs which agree on the first seven
characters; the number of pairs which agree on
the first four characters not on the next three,
and the number which do not agree on the first
four characters. The assumption is made that
this aet of matched pairs is representative of
all possible matched pairs. Note that t3 will
be underestimated because of the blocking.

In the SRS system, the error rates used are:

e= the probability that a name’ is
misreported or misrecorded

‘T
= the probability that in a record pair

which does represent the same unit, the
names are correct but different.

These definitions of the error rates are the
same aa those used in the Fellegi-Sunter paper.
The overall weights for specific agreement are
different because the frequencies themselves are
derived under different assumptions, as men-
tioned above. In the SRS system, the error
rates are estimated from the set of pairs which
represent true matchea by using: the number of
pairs which have the same name; the number which
have different names; and the number which have
similar names (where “similar” was not defined).
Here,

‘T
will necessarily be underestimated

because the blocking procedure assures that

records will be compared only if they agree on
NYSIIS code.

The Critical Region

Both systems use an empirical procedure to
determine the critical region. That ia, a
frequency distribution of the weights for a
sample of record pairs is plotted, and the
critical values are selected based on the ahape
of the curve. As an alternative, the SRS system
also calculates an initial lower critical region
as the sum of the weights for agreement of the
most common surname, first name, and location.
The initial upper critical region is estimated
as the initial lower critical region plus the
weights for agreement on the most common middle
name, route and box number. These calculated
upper and lower regions are used during the



iteration to estimate error rates. They are
conservative since both are positive.

System Considerations

In the Howe-Lindsay approach, an initial block-
ing and comparison are done before the frequency
based agreement weights are calculated. At this
stage, only weights for disagreement are summed
and as the accumulated weight becomes too
negative, the record pair can be rejected as a
possible match before all attributes have been
compared. With this approach the order of
adding in attributes is important, with those
having the greatest negative weight for
disagreement entering first. If the total
disagreement weight is above the threshold, the
record pair is a possible match. A separate
file is created containing those possibly
matched pairs. For each such pair, this file
contains one record with the identification
numbers of the two records, the results of the
comparison of attributes, and the values taken
(if needed for the weight calculation). This
potential linked file is then sent to a separate
subroutine for calculation of the weights.

Groupin~

Both systems create groups consisting of all
records which have been linked with each other.
(Here linked means that the calculated test
statistic is above the upper critical value.)
As described in the Howe and Lindsay paper. the
group is formed by first taking a single record
and adding to the group any records which have
been linked to it, then adding all records which
were linked to those records, and so on.
Additional subgroupings are considered when two
records from different groups have a weight
between the two critical values.

Interpretation of the groups depends on the
application. In the SRS application, members of

a group could all be duplicates to each other.
In the SRS system, subgroups are analyzed
manually. In some of the applications described
by Howe and Lindsay, neither input file has any
duplication, and there is at most one matched
record for a given record in the search file.
In this case the groups are analyzed to pick the
pair which represents the most likely match,
usually the pair with the highest weight.

SUMMARY

This paper has described the probabilistic
matching procedures discussed by Fellegi and
Sunter (1969) from an information theoretic
point of view. This approach gives additional
insight into the calculation of the posterior
odds ratio as mentioned by Howe and Lindsay, and
as implemented in the recent work of Newcombe
and Smith. Additionally, it has described some
of the differences between two of the major
systems which have been implemented based on the
Fellegi-Sunter paper. Major differences between
systems are in accounting for partial matches,

the definition of the error rates, and in the
handling of groups of record pairs which are all
linked to each other. The major differences
between these systems and the Fellegi-Sunter
approach are 1) that these systems base their
frequency counts on files which are acknowledged
to contain errors, and 2) that they use an
empirical procedure to determine the critical
region for the statistical test.
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APPEND1X

This appendix presenta a derivation of the test
statiatic for determining whether a record pair
is a match or a nonmatch using an information
theoretic approach (see Kullback, 1968).

WHAT IS AN INFORMATION NUMBER?

Given the prior probabilities associated with a
match and a nonmatch, P(H ) and P(H1), we use
Bayes theorem to calculate”the posterior proba-
bilities of H and H~ baaed on the observed
attribute comp~rison, xi:

P(Ho/xi) = p(Ho)*Poi/(p(Ho)*Poi + p(Hl)*P1i)

P(H1/xi) - P(H1)*pli/(P(Ho)*poi + P(Hl)*pli).

Dividing these gives the posterior odds ratio:

P(Ho/xi)/P(H1/xi) = P(Ho)*Poi/(p(Hl)*Pli),

and taking the logarithm (to any base) gives:

@ p@ohi)D@l/Q = @ P*/Pli + 1.% P(HO)/p@l) .

(Al)

This is the log of the posterior odds ratio or
equivalently, the log of the posterior likeli-
hood ratio. It can be rearranged to get:

% Poi/P1i = M pmolx~)~m~ix~) - @ p@o)@q) “

(A2)

This number is the difference between the log of
the posterior odds ratio and the log of the
prior odds ratio. Thus, it provides a measure
of the information for discriminating in favor
of H- againat H, which was gained by observing
the ~andom vari&ble xi.

For this reason, the information
set of outcomes of the attribute
is defined to be:

I(o:l;xi) = log poi/pli.

THE MEAN INFOR14ATXO14

gained by the
comparison, xi,

(A3)

The mean information for discriminating in favor
of Ho against HI is the expected value of

I(o:l;xi) under Ho, or

1(0:1) = Eo(log Poi/Pli)

n
. z poi * log poifpli. (A4 )

i= 1

Here E. represents the expectation under Ho.

Note that the mean information is simply the
expected value of the log of the likelihood
ratio under H

o“
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One useful mathematical fsct is that I(o:l) is
always greater than or equal to zero, with
equality only when poi = P~i for all i = 1,
.... n. This gives an approach to selecting
between the two hypotheses. Given any sample,
it is possible to evaluate the sampling distri-
bution under both hypotheses, and to calculate
the mean information between the sampling
distribution and the hypothesized distribution.
The hypothesized distribution which was closer
to the sampling distribution, as measured by the
mean information, would be preferred.

THE TEST STATISTIC

When we compare the attributes associated with
any two records, the result is one of the n
possible values taken by xi. We denote this
observed random variable as x*. The probability
of observing X*=X

f
is poi under Ho and pli under

‘1”
Thus, the asmpling distribution of x* is

s imply;

pi=l if x * = x , p =0 if x* ne xi.
ii

We can write the mean information between the
sampling distribution and Ho as

I(X*:HO) =

and the mean

10g(l/poi) for X*=XiS

information between the samDline
distribution and Hl as

.-

I(x*:H1) = log(l/pli) for x*=xi.

The decision rule, as described in Kullback
(1968, chapter 5), is to pick the hypothesis
which haa the smallest mean information relative
to the sampling distribution. That is, we
accept the hypothesized distribution which is
closest to the sampling distribution.

Thus , the procedure would be to accept H if
o

I(x*:H1)-I(x*:HO) is positive (or “sufficiently

large.”) and accept HI if it ia negative (or

“sufficiently small.”)

This yields the test statistic, T(x*), where

T(x*) = I(x*:Hl)-I(x*:Ho)

= @3(poi/pli) for X*=Xi. (A5)

T(x*) is the log of the ratio of the probability
of the set of outcomes, x*, under H to the
probability of x* under HI. Note that”if these
probabilities are the same then T(x*)=O, and
this set of outcomes haa no discriminating power
for identifying whether records represent the
same unit. If Poi is larger than pli, then

T(x*) will be positive for that category. The
larger T(x*), the stronger is the possibility
that observation of this set of outcomes indi-
cates that the records represent the same unit.

If Po~ is smaller than pli, then T(x*) is

negative, The smaller T(x*), the stronger is
the possibility that this set of outcomes
indicates that the records do not represent the
same unit.

Since T(x*) = log(poi/pli) with probability Poi
under H and with probability Pli under HI, the

o’
ratio of the probability that x*=x and the

i
probability that T(x*) = T(xi) is equal to 1.

Since the ratio of the probability

‘i
and the probability function of

not depend on the poi or pli, T(xi)

cient statistic for discriminating

and H .
1

function of

T(xi) does

is a suffi-

between H
o
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ADVANCES IN RECORD LINKAGE METHODOLOGY:
A METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE BEST BLOCKING STRATEGY

R. Patrick Kelley, Bureau of the Census

I. INTRODUCTION

The term record linkage, as it will be used in
this paper, is a generic term for any process by
which the set of reporting units common to two or
more files of data is determined.

Historically, government agencies have been
the primary users of record linkage techniques.
The reasons such agencies carry out record link-
age projects are as varied as the purpose and
scope of the agencies themselves. Consider the
following examples:

a) The United States Department of Agricul-
ture uses record linkage to update mailing
lists (see Coulter and Mergerson, 1977).

b) Statistics Canada uses record linkage as a
tool in epidemological research(see Smith,
1982).

c) The United States Census Bureau uses record
linkage as a tool in coverage and content
evaluation (see Bailar, 1983).

For a more detailed discussion of the history
and and use of record linkage by United States
government agencies see U.S. Department of
Commerce (1980).

As an area of study, Record Linkage, with
its associated statistical problems, is a special
case of a larger area of concern. This area
makes use of various mathematical and statistical
techniques to study the problems involved In the
classification of observed phenomena.

Discriminant analysis, discrete discriminant
analysis, pattern recognition, cluster analysis
and mathematical taxonomy are some of the specific
fields which study various aspects of the classi-
fication problem. While record linkage contains
its own specific set of problems it also has a
great deal in common with these other fields.

The basic unit of study in the linking of two
files F1 and F2 is F1XF2, the set of ordered
pairs from F1 and F2. Given F1XF2, our job iS tO
classify each pair as either matched or unmatched.
This decision will be based on measurements taken
on the record pairs. For example, ifwe are link-
ing person records, a possible measurement would
be to compare surnames on the two records, and
assign the value 1 for those pairs where there is
agreement and O for those pairs where there is
disagreement. These measurements will yield a
vector, r, of observations on each record pair.

The key fact which will allow us to link the
two files is that r behaves differently for
matched and unmatched pairs. Statistically we
model this by assuming that r is a random vector
generated by P( s I M) on matched pairs and
P( . I U) on unmatched pairs. Thus, ther value
for a single randomly selected record pair is
generated by PP( ● I M)+(l-P) p( o I U) where P
is the proportion of matched records.

This model for the record linkage problem is
the same as the one used in discriminant analysis.

In particular, as r is almost always discrete,
the literature on discrete discriminant analysis
is extremely useflul (see for example Goldstein
and Dillon, 1978). There are, however, several
areas of concern th~t seem to be a great deal
more important for record linkage than for the
other classification techniques.

Our topic of discussion in this paper, block-
ing, arises from consideration of one of these
problem areas. That area concerns the extreme
size of the data sets involved for even a rela-
tively small record linkage project. The size
problem precludes our being able to study all
possible record pairs. So, we must determine
some rule which will automatically remove a large
portion of record pairs from consideration. Such
a rule is referred to as a blocking scheme since
the resulting subset of record pairs often forms
rectangular blocks in F1XF2.

The literature on the blocking problem is not
extensive. Brounstein (1969), Coulter and Mer-
gerson (1977) and U.S. Department of Commerce
(1977) contain discussions of the practical as-
pects of choosing a blocking scheme; however,
they provide no general framework within which to
make such a selection. ,Jaro (1972) provides a
framework for the selection of a blocking scheme
but doesn’t discuss the errors induced by block-
ing. Many other papers, particularly those on
clerical matching, contain implicit information
on blocking. But so far there has been no sys-
tematic study of this area.

To provide such a study we begin with the
following three questions:

1) What are the benefits and costs involved
in blocking and how do we measure them?

2) How do we select between competing
blocking schemes? Is there a best scheme?

3) How do the various computing restrictions
effect our blocking scheme selection?

These three questions will serve as a guideline
for our investigation of the blocking problem.
But, before we begin this investigation, we need
to consider some background material on record
linkage.

II. BACKGROUND

Again, our job in linking the two files F1 and
F2 is to classify each record pair as either
matched or unmatched. In practice, however, we
usually include a clr?rical review decision for
tricky cases. So, our set of possible decisions is

Al: the pair is a match
A2: no determination made - clerical

review
A3: the pair is not a match.

Now, consider the class of decision functions
D( . ) which transform our space of comparison
vector values, elements of which we will denote
by Y, to the set of decisions {A1,A2,A3}. Given
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two or more decision functions in this class, what
criterion will we use to choose between them?

In Fellegi and Sunter (1969) the argument is
put forward that, as decision A2 will require
costly and error prone clerical review, we should
pick a decision procedure which will minimize the
expected number of AZ decisions while keeping a
bound on the expected number of pairs which are
classified in error. Since the unconditional
distribution of the comparison vector is the same
for any randomly chosen pair, this reduces to
picking that decision procedure which will mini-
mize P(A2) subject to P(AIIU)<= u and P(A31M)<=A.

Given that you know P( . IM) and P( . Ill),
Fellegi and Sunter prove that the decision pro-
cedure which solves this problem is of the form

{

A3if t(y) <=tl
(1) D(Y) = A2 if tl < t(y) <t2

Al if t(y) >=t2
where J?(Y)= P(Y lM)/P(Y IU), tl is the largest
value in the range of t(.) for which P(A31M)<= k
and t2 is the smallest value in the range oft(.)
for which P(A1/U) <=11 .

It is this decision procedure that forms the
basis for our study of the blocking problem.

III. MEASUREMENT OF THE COST AND
BENEFIT OF BLOCKING

In the past sections we have outlined the more
general aspects of record linkage and defined the
blocking problem. In this section we will discuss
blocking in the context of the decision procedure
given in section II.

We base our general blocking strategy on the
fact that the proportion of matched pairs in F1XF2
is small. So we will concentrate on blocking
rules in which the pairs removed by the rule will
be assigned the status of unmatched.

Fellegi-Sunter (1969) provides a formal model
for blocking. This model defines a blocking
scheme to be a subspace, say r*, of the compar-
ison space. Kelley (1984) provides a preliminary
study of selected methods of measuring cost and
benefit. The method found to have the most
intuitive appeal is one that is based on the
following amended decision procedure:

{

A3 if J?(Y)<= tl ory c r*c
(2) o’(Y) = A2 if tl < l(y) < t2 andy c r*

Al if i(y) >= t2 and y e r*

A Venn diagram of this situation is given by

1----S3-----1-----S2---1----S1---------1
tl t2

where S3* is represented by the shaded region.

In this design Si and Si* are the regions of r
values for which we make decision Ai under
decision functions given by (1) and (2), respec-
tively.

The error levels for this amended decision rule
are given by

P(S3* I M) = P(S3 I M) + P(S3* - S3 I M)

=1 + P(s3* -s3 I M).
and
P(S1* I u) =P(sl I u) - P(slfls3* [ u)

. P - p(slns3* I u).

These eauations give us a means to compute a cost
incurred by blocking on the subspace I?*, namely,
P(S3* - S3 I M), the increase in probability of
a false nonmatch. The benefit gained from block-
ing on r* takes the form of a decrease in the
number of pairs which will have to be processed.
We will measure this benefit by the uncondition-
al probability that a randomly chosen record
pair yields a r vector in the block.

Now, given two blocking schemes which both
have cost less than or equal to a fixed amount,
the preferred scheme is the one with greatest
benefit. Thus, we define the best blocking
scheme to be that scheme which minimizes p(r*)
subject to P(S3*-S31M) <= w, where w is an inde-
pendently determined upper bound on blocking
costs.

IV. COMPUTING THE BEST BLOCKING SCHEME -
THE ADMISSIBILITY CONCEPT

Since the comparison vector is discrete, the com-
putation of the best blocking scheme will require
a comparison of all competing schemes. so, it’s
in our best interest to reduce the number of
competing schemes. To make this reduction we note
that if rl* and r2* are two conpeting schemes
such that rl* is a subset of r2* then F1* +s

uniformly better than r2*. So, we can remove
r2* from the set of competing blocking schemes.
The following definition formalizes this example:

r* will be said to be an admissible
blocking scheme at w = WO if
a) P(S3* - S3 I M) <=wO and
b) for every r** that is a subset of r*

P(S3** - S31M)>W0.

The concept of an admissible blocking scheme
given by this definition is analogous to the con-
cept of an admissible decision procedure. It
serves to reduce, hopefully to a reasonable size,
the number of blocking schemes competing for
best. But, unfortunately, when actually applied
to the task of conputing the set of admissible
blocking schemes, this definition is very cumber-
some. The following lemma gives necessary and
sufficient conditions for admissibility which are
more favorable to algorithm development:

Lemma 1:

r* is admissible at w = WO if and only if
r*o S3.~and
P(YIM) >wO - P(s3*-s31M) ~ o for all Y in r*.
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Proof:

If r* is admissible then P(S3*-S31M) <= wO.
~u;;~e~LtfoJ3~;= r*- {y] we have P(S3** - S31M)

-s3= (S3* - S3)U({Y}-S3). so,
P({Y}-s31Mj + P(s3* - S31M) > wO.

From this relationship we see that if Y is in
S3then P(S3*-S31M) J wO; thus, I’*llS3 = 0. So
we have P(YIM) >wO - P(S3*-S31M) for all Y in r*.

Conversely, we first note that P (S3*-S31M)
<= Wo. Next, let r’ be a pro er subset of r*

r}then r’ is a subset of r*- Y for some y .
so, P(S3’-S3IM)>

\
= P(s3*-s31M) + P({y]-S3 M).

Thus, we have P(S3’-S3IM) >= P(s3*-S31M +
p(YIM) Jw(). Hence, I’*is admissible.

Now, in theory, we can use the result of lemma
1 to compute all admissible schemes. However,
since the minimum number of dimensional r vector
values is 2**n, we would have to generate and
classify on the order of 2**(2**n) subsets.

For n=5 this yields 4,294,967,300 subsets,
which is clearly too large for practical consi-
deration. So, while the admissibility concept is
helpful in reducing the number of competing
schemes, it hasn’t served to provide us with a
practical algorithm for the computation of the
best blocking scheme. In the next section, “-
will give more attention to the development
such an algorithm.

v. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

we
of

The previous section provides a general frame-
work for studying blocking; however, it doesn’t
give us much insight into the practical side of
determining a block of records for possible
linkage. If we keep in mind that 1/0 and com-
puting the comparison vector are the biggest
consumers of time in the linkage operation we see
that admissible blocking schemes that require the
computation of a r vector value for each record
pair are not practical. Thus, though a scheme
might be theoretically admissible it might not be
feasible.

One solution for this problem is to block by
using certain fields on the record (such as soun-
dex code of surname or address range) as sort
keys. The blocks would be determined by those
record pairs with equal keys. Thus, the match
status of unmatched pairs would be implicitly
assigned to all record pairs with unequal keys.

Restricting our study to blocking schemes
which are determined by sort keys implies that
the comparison vector we want to use will consist
of dichotomous components measuring agreement on
the record identifier fields. We will further
assume that the components of the comparison
vector are stochastically independent for both
matched and unmatched record pairs.

Now, letting mi = P(ri=llM), ui=P(ri=llU) and
I’*be the blocking scheme determined by sorting
on components i],...,ik we have the following
result:

Lemma 2:

Suppose that mi>l/2 and ui<mi for all i then r*
is admissible at WO if and only if

a) WO - P(S3*-S31M) >= O
b) P(Y*IM) >Max {tlP( Y*IU),

w()- P(S3*-S31M)],
where Y* is such that yil* = 1,..., yik* = 1,
yik+l* = O, .... yip* = O.

Proof:
First suppose that r* is admissible at WO

then conditions a) and b) follow directly from
lemma 1 and the fact that P(YIM) > tl P(YIU)
for all Y in S3c.

Now, to establish the converse we first note
that, since mi > 1/2 fOr all i, P(Y*IM) =
min P(YIM). So P(YIM) JWO - P(S3*-S31M) >= O
yer*
for all Y in r*. Next we need to prove that r*n
S3 = 0. To prove this we note that ui < mi
implies thatmi/ui > (1-mi)/(1-ui). So, P(~~:/
P(YIU) > P(Y*lM)/P(Y*lU) for all Y in r*.
r*fiS3 . ~. The converse follows from lemma 1:

In comparing lemma 2 with lemma 1, we see that
lemma 2 has a definite computational advantage
above and beyond the reduction in competing
schemes gained hy restricting attention to those
schemes based on sorting. That advantage lies
in the requirement t.ocheck for admissibility at
only one point in the blocking scheme, namely
y*. This results in tremendous savings in col?I-
puting time and simplifies algorithm construc-
tion and coding considerably. In the next
section we apply lemma 2 to a simple numeric
example.

VI. AN EXAMPLE

As an example, let’s consider matching two
files of records based on the identifiers surname,
first name, and sex.

Suppose we have determined beforehand that,
for surname ml = .90 and U1 = .05,
for first name m2 = .85 and U2 = .10,
and for sex m3 = .95 and U3 = .45.

Retaining the assumption of the previous
section our discriminant function is given by

3
L(y)= ln2(l(y)) =1 [Yi ln2 (mi/Ui)

i=1 +(1-yi) ln2 ((1-mi)/
(l-ui))].

To compute the Fellegi-Sunter decision proce-
dure we first compute Lfor each agreement pattern
and then we order the patterns on increasing L.
The following table gives the results of this
operation:

i IOne minus
Pattern Sum of P(*IM) sumof P(cIU) L

I I I

(0,0,0) .00075
(0,0,1) .01500
(0,1,0) .01925
(1,0,0) .02600
(0,1,1) .10675
(1,0,1) .23500
(1,1,0) .27325
(1,1.1) 1.00000

.52975

.14500

.09275

.06800

.0?525

.00500

.00225
0.00000

-9.29
-4.76
-3.62
-1.87

.92
2.67
3.79
8.34
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Using this table it is clear how one would
compute tl and t2 for given A and M .

For example, if we let A = .05 andv = .05
then tl = -1.87 and t2 = 2.67. The actual values
of k and u are .026 and .02525, respectively.
We will use this decision procedure to discuss
the blocking problem.

Consider our space of admissible blocking
schemes based on sorting. We note that since no
single component blocking scheme is admissible,
we have a total of four schemes to test. Now,
for convenience let 61 denote blocking on surname
and first name, B2 denote blockinq on surname and
sex, B3 denote blocking on first name and sex,
and B4 denote blocking on all components.

The following table gives the information
necessarv to determine the admissibility of FJi:

values of wO for

Bi P(S3*-S31M) p(Y*l~)
which Bi is
admissible

B1 .209 .03825 .209 <w() < .24725
B2 .119 .12825 .119ZW0 < .24725
B3 .1665 .08075 .1665–< WO < .24725
B4 .24725 .72675 .2472~’wO < .974

Before we go on it is interesting to note that
the minimum WO value for which any of the Bi is
admissible is .119. Thus, the minimum 10SS we
can incur by blocking is an increase in false
non-match probability of .11!?.

Looking at the admissible blocking schemes as
a function of wO, we have the following:

1. For .119 < WO c .1665 82 is admissible.
2. For .1665~w0 < .209 62 and B3 are admis-

sible.
3. For .209 < WO < .24725 Bl, B2, B3 are

admissible:
4. For .24725 ~ WO < .974 B4 is admissible.
Now, to compute the best admissible blocking

scheme we must determine which of the competing
schemes has the smallest probability of occur-
rence. The probability of occurrence of schemes
Bi, say P(Bi), is given by pP(BilM)+(l-p)P(Bilu),
where p is the proportion of matched record
pairs. Thus, in general, the best admissible
scheme will be a function of p.

To compute the best blocking scheme for cases
2 and 3 consider the following table:

P(BilM) P(BilU)

B2
I
.855 .0225 I

63 I .8075 .045 I
So, for case 2, 62 is the best blocking scheme

for values of p <= .3214 andB3 is the best block-
ing scheme for p j .3214. For case 3, 61 is
uniformly the best blocking scheme.

At this point, we have demonstrated how to
select the best blocking scheme for a fixed value
of Wo. But it still is unclear how one would use
this information to actually make a decision about
which scheme to use. To study this question let’s
consider the nature of such a decision. To select

a blocking scheme we need to balance the cost with
the overall benefit. Let’s redo our example this
time for several different values of WO and com-
pare the benefits for the resulting schemes.

The following is the first part of the list of
the best blocking schemes for all values of wO.
This list is presented in increasing order of wO.
The expected benefit, in terms of the percent of
F1XF2 that would be examined, is given for each
scheme. TO compute this benefit the approximate
sizes of F1 and F2 are required. We used F1 size
= 200,000 and F2 size = 100,000 in this example.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Admissible blocking schemes at wO=O.049Z501
are as follows:
The scheme determined by sorting on sex.
The expected percent of the cross product of
this blocking scheme would examine is
bounded above by 45.00005%.
Admissible blocking schemes at wO=O.0992500
are as follows:
The scheme determined by sorting on surname.
The expected percent of the cross product
this blocking scheme would examine is bound-
ed above by 5.00009%.
Admissible blocking schemes at wO=O.1442501
are as follows:
The scheme determined by sorting on surname
and sex.
The expected percent of the cross product
this blocking scheme would examine is bounded
above by 2.25008%.
Admissible blocking schemes at wO=O.149250
are as follows:
The scheme determined by sorting on first
name.
The scheme determined by sorting on surname
and sex.
Of these, the best blocking strategy, as a
function of the proportion of matched pairs,
is as follows:

For p=O.000000000 to p=0.939394700 sort on
components surname and sex.
For p=0.939394700 to p=l.000000000 sort on
components first name.
The expected percent of the cross product
this blocking scheme would examineis bounrl-
ed above by 2.25008%.

To use this list for decision-making purposes
one would have to have some idea about how much
data they can afford to look at and how larqe a
false non-match rate they could tolerate. For
example, in lookinq at the scheme determined by
sortinq on sex, we have a small (thouah maybe
not small enough) WO value but the number of
record Dairs we would have to look at would be
around 9x1O**1C, which is clearly not feasible.
Sortino on surname has a sliqhtly hiqher WO
value, but reduces the number of records to
1()**l(-J. If we are willin~ to acceot an even
hiqher wO, then we can sort on surname and sex,
which further reduces the number of record Dairs
to 4.5X1O**9.

Another important piece of information that we
shouldn’t overlook is the number of record pairs
we can hold in memory at any one time. We don’t
want to select a blocking scheme for which the
individual block sizes are too large. So not
only is the total number of pairs in the block
important but so is the number of states of the
sorting variable and the distribution of that
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variable over those states.

VII. SUMMARY

The blocking problem is intrinsic to record
linkage. As such, before a link between files is
attempted a decision must be made concerning the
appropriate blocking method.

In this paper we study this decision, along
with its costs and benefits, through the record
1inkage methodology developed in Fellegi and
Sunter (1969). This methodology applies classic
decision theory techniques to the record linkage
problem, constructing the optimum classifer under
a loss function analogous to that of hypothesis
testing.

The result of our study is a method which can
be used to balance the cost and benefit of block-
ing. This method involves maximizing benefit
subject to an upper bound on cost. The measure-
ment of cost and benefit is based on the Fellegi-
Sunter method and, as such, makes use of a
similar loss function.
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Eli S.

WINKLER

This paper discusses Bill Winkler’s
presentation on “Preprocessing of Lists and
String Comparison.”

Key factors in “Preprocessing of Lists” are:

DISCUSSION

Parks, Consultant

1. The objectives of the system and the
costs of various levels and types of
matching error.

2. Costs of attaining a given matching
accuracy level by preprocessing vs.
other alternatives (e.g., suitably
tailored “tolerances”).

3. The nature of the matching system--
manual, computerized, “mixed,” etc.

4. How preprocessing is performed.

1. Objectives

The objectives of the system and the costs of
matching error are intimately related. For
example, if the objective is to estimate under-
coverage of the U.S. census in each state,
city, county, township, place, etc. for
purposes of allocation of representation in
Congress and state legislatures, city/county
councils, etc. and for allocating federal and
state funds to state and local jurisdictions, a
uniform level of matching error everywhere is
more important than the absolute level of
matching error. Thus, preprocessing may have
little value if its effect is to reduce the
different types of matching errors by the same
percentages in all jurisdictions. On the other
hand, if preprocessing reduces urban matching
error more than rural, it may be desirable or
undesirable, depending upon whether the level
of urban matching error ~“thout preprocessing
is greater or less than the level of rural
matching error without preprocessing.

2. Alternative Techniques

The objective of preprocessing (i.e., re-
duction of matching errors) can be attained by
other means (e.g., the prescription of matching
“tolerances”): and these techniques may cost
less than preprocessing. For example, soundex
coding is a form of “matching tolerance.” That
is, al1 disagreements of vowels and some
disagreements of consonants are ignored in
determining whether a pair of records match on
the soundexed “identifier.” One can, in fact,
combine some preprocessing with tolerances
(and, perhaps, other error-reducing techniques)
to get a more efficient matching system than
either can give alone. For example, one can
prescribe standard abbreviations for the
address suffixes “Avenue,” “Street,” “Road,”
“Drive,” “Place,” “Boulevard,” etc., but also
provide that an address match whew the
suffixes differ will be accepted unless there

is another
agree. For

address
examDle.

“~utton Road” uriless

match where the suffixes
“Sutton Drive” would match
either file contains both

“Sutton Road” and “Sutton Drive.”
Standard spelling of name and address may be

achieved more accurately and more cheaply by
controlling data collection, recording and
“keying” (to put the data in machine readable
form) than by preprocessing. This would, for
example, avoid most of the errors of pre-
processing by ZIPSTAN exhibited by the examples
shown in the paper. Preprocessing errors can
also be reduced or eliminated by other means,
such as the clerical insertion of distinctive
symbols to designate components of name and
address, as outlined in Section 4 below.

It should be noted that selection of an
“optimum matching strategy” is heavily
dependent upon the type(s) of matching
system(s) considered and that the choice of
type of matching system is a vital part of the
determination of “optimummatching strategy.”

3. Kind of Matching System

The paper by Winkler notes that matching
systems can be manual or computerized and
implies that preprocessing is largely un-
necessary for manual matching systems. I think
his suggestion that individuals can usually
determine accurately whether a pair of name and
address records is actually a match or nonmatch
is somewhat optimistic. Individuals can make
this determination (so can a computer system),
but how accurately deDends on the kind of
system. The grea~ ad<antage of a com etent
human matcher operating in a properl,+
matching system is th f
YlexibilitY. vrovided. ofeco~r~e.ohe ~~ ~~nh~s
good judgment”and the-matching rules permit him
(her) to use that judgment (and I have seen
many sets of matching instructions which do
not). The great disadvantage of a well-
designed manual matching system with competent
matchers is the human matcher’s slowness and
the inevitable drop in efficiency in operating
in a system which requires examining large
masses of records; and not in lack of clear
decision rules, inconsistency of application of
decision rules, and nonreproducibility of
results. All of the latter do occur, but can
be adequately controlled in a well-designed
matching system (although it is not easy!).
However, humans cannot match the forte of the
computer--its speed in examining large masses
of data.

The solution to this problem is to let the
computer do what it does well and let humans do
what they do well. That is, design a mixed
computer-human system, in which the computer
handles the large mass of cases which can be
classified as positive links or positive
nonlinks, on a mechanical, routine basis.
Carefully trained and well+votivated humans
could then try to match the remaining cases,
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using a “computer-interactive” system, where
the human would specify a small c~ass of
possible matches and the computer woIJld display
the records in this class, until a positive
link was found or there was adeauate evidence
that no such link existed.

4. _Techniques of Preprocessing

Certain elements of preprocessing ~ff11
unquestionably be valuable in any computerized
matching system. In particular, it is
important to develop some method so that the
computer can auickly and accurately identify
the various elements of the name and address:
surname, house number, street name or number,
first name, and the conventional prefixes and

suffixes to name and address. If this involves
elaborate manual rearrangeme~t and keying of
the name and address, substantial error is
likely to be introduced, possibly as much as
the preprocessing removes. The exampl~s in the
paper suggest that unaided computer formatting
is also likely to introduce as much error as it
removes. A solution may be something used in
one of the earliest (1956) computerized
matching systems, where clerks inserted a
distinctive and computer-readable symbol in
front of the components of name and address to
be used in the matching; e.g., * before
surname, # before house number, % before street
name, $ before P. O. box number, @ before
title, etc. After appropriate codes were
placed in fixed fields, the symbols were
deleted from the computer records.
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DISCUSSION

Benjamin J. Tepping, Westat, Inc.

*

The papers by Kirkendall and Kelley contain
much interesting material, with some of which I
must take issue.

The Fellegi-Sunter model, on which these
. papers are based, recognizes that there are

three possible outcomes, but (it seems to me)
uses the wrong utility function. To simply
minimize the probability of subjecting a case
to clerical review conditional on bounds on the
probabilities of erroneous matches and errone-
ous nonmatches ignores important facts:

(a) the value of an erroneous match is, in
many (or perhaps most) applications,
suite different from the value of an
erroneous nonmatch;

(b) the cost and the probability of
misclassification associated with the
clerical review should be taken into
consideration.

We do not necessarily want to minimize the
number o~clerical reviews. We do want to
maximize the va1ue of the record linkage
operation. This implies that one must not only
determine the costs of the various components
of the operation, but must also set values on
the possible outcomes. An illustration of this
approach is the application of a theoretical
model of record linkage to the Chandrasekar-
Deming technique for estimating the number of
vital events on the basis of data from two
different sources. This was published in the
Bureau of the Census Technical Notes No. 4, in
1971 [1].

It appears that neither author is aware of my
paper [2] in JASA in 1968 in which is presented
a model for the optimum linkage of records.

The authors treat the problem as an exercise
in the testing of hypotheses. I think it is
preferable to regard it as a problem of
decision making, subject to a utility function
which depends upon the state of nature. In
these applications, the three possible de-
cisions are to call the pair of records being
compared a match or a nonmatch, or to make some
kind of further investigation before deciding
on a classification. That investigation may
consist simply of subjecting the records to
personal scrutiny or may involve seeking
additional data. The utility function would
specify a gain or loss for each of the possible
decisions, conditional on whether the pair is
in fact a match or a nonmatch.
Kirkendall’s examples also ignore the problem

of fixing the values of the probabilities of
errors of the first and second kinds. Those
probabilities should not be arbitrary. Any
solution of the problem should depend upon
evaluation of the loss or gain of alternative
decisions as well as on the cost of non-
decisions--e.g., resort to other means of
arriving at a decision.
Kirkendall’s first illustration assumes inde-

pendence, both under Ho and under HI . In the
real wmrld, this assumption may be far from
true. For example, under either of the
hypotheses Ho or H1 , an agreement on first

name would increase the probability of an
agreement on the item sex--two records both
giving the first name as “Nancy” are not likely
to indicate different sexes. Presumably the
lack of independence could be treated as in her
example of cancer patients, essentially by
dividing the First Name item into two items:
one for cases in which both records show the
sex as male and one for cases in which both
records show the sex as female. This comment
also applies to Kelley’s numerical example, in
which independence of these components is
assumed.

As is pointed out by Kelley, the literature
that gives advice on the choice of blocking
schemes is not extensive. Yet practical
problems make blocking of the files being
compared essential, and Kelley’s work should
contribute to the improvement of blocking
designs. He does take account of costs, by
considering both the decrease in operational
costs, because blocking reduces the number of
comparison pairs, and the increase in the
probability of an erroneous nonmatch as a
result of blocking. (1 note, however, that he
does not use the fact that the probability of
an erroneous match decreases as a result of the
blocking.) His numerical examples illustrate
that the choice among competing admissible
blocking schemes involves the implicit assign-
ment of relative values to an increase in the
probability of erroneous nonmatches and a
decrease in the number of comparisons. In
practice, no doubt, a similar implicit as-
signment of values to an erroneous match, an
erroneous nonmatch and a case referred to
personal review is made in order to fix the
values of the parameters A and ‘+ of the
Fellegi-Sunter model.

I think there is difficulty with the applica-
tion of Kelley’s Lemma 2 to the determination
of a suitable blocking scheme even after
dealing with the lack of independence of the
components of the comparison vector. It seems
that a choice must depend, among other things,
on a knowledge of the probability, given that
the pair is a match (or a nonmatch), that there
is agreement between the units of the pair on
specified components of the comparison vector.
Estimates of such probabilities must ultimately
depend upon extensive empirical investigations,
although such est;mates seem often to be made
on the basis of assumed models.
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REJOINDER

William E. Winkler, Energy

Eli Marks’ comments provide a valuable per-
spective to the overall objectives of matching
procedures.

Just as the Fellegi-Sunter matching procedure
contains computerized (automatic designation of
matches and nonmatches) and manual (review of
records designated for further manual followup)
components, so does preprocessing contain com-
puterized (minor reformatting, spelling
standardization, string comparison) and manual
(keypunch/transcription, major reformatting)
components.

The respective roles of the two components
are best exemplified by Newcombe et al. (1983,
1959, 1962). Newcombe’s view is that computer
procedures should be devaloped for the most
routine and repetitive tasks. Aa knowledge of
the characteristics of address files and coding
techniques Lncreasea, computerized procedures
can replace greater proportions -- possibly all
-- manual components.

It is my experience that reasonably designed
manual procedures ara difficult and expensive to
implement. This is becauae of high turnover
rates and the neceaaity of training and con-
stantly supervising personnel performing manual
processing. Computerized procedures can have
the benefit of being more cost-effective, con-
sistent, and reproducible.

Both Marka and I note that the Census
Bureau’s ZIPSTAN software -- which is designed
for files of individuals -- induced minor errors
In files of businesses. In Winkler (1985), 1
show that ZIPSTAN’S identification of address
subfields can yield substantial improvements in
the discriminating power of the Fellegi-Sunter
matching procedure.

The coat in using ZIPSTAW was a few days of
my time installing it. The alternative would
have been to do nothing or develop manual pro-
cedures, set up computer files suitable for
manual review, train individual in computer
login and manual review procedures, and have the
individuals perform the review. Marka notea, if
Identifying individual subfielda of the name and

Information Administration

addresa involves “elaborate manual rearrangement
and keying . . . . substantial error is likely to
be introduced, possibly as much as preprocessing
removes.”

I strongly agree that our understanding of
“matching tolerances” needs to be improved. The
purpose of my discussion of string comparators
was to show the limitations of tolerances such
as SOUNDEX, particularly SOUNDEX abbreviations
of surnames used as sort keys during the
blocking stage of matching. For files of
businesses, I show (Winkler, 1985) that indi-
vidual sort keya are generally not suitable for
creating blocks containing most matched pairs.
My solution is to apply independently multiple
sort keys.

String comparison metrics, such as Jaro’s
string comparator, can only be efficiently used
during the discrimination stage because they
involve the comparison of corresponding strings
from pairs of racorda. In my view, they offer
the best opportunity for developing tolerances.
How such tolerances fit in the framework of the
Fellegi-Sunter model needs to be described and
quantified.
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REJOINDER

R. Patrick Kelley, U.S. Bureau of the Census

Let me start my rejoinder by saying that I
find Dr. Tepping’s comments both interesting
and helpful. The main criticism of my paper
given by Dr. Tepping is my choice of the
Fellegi-Sunter model as a basis for blocking
research. AS such, this exchange is simply
another in a long debate over the handling of
clerical costs and errors.

I have been aware of, and admired, Dr.
Tepping’s work on record linkage for quite,some
time. From a theoretical point of view, the
utility theory approach is a fascinating one;
however, clerical operations are hard to con-
trol and empirical investigations of clerical
error rates and costs are data dependent. This
makes estimates of the parameters in Dr.
Tepping’s model hard/expensive to obtain and
highly variable.

Due to these facts, it is my opinion that the
Fellegi-Sunter model provides the best general
foundation for record linkage research and
development. Methods which account for
clerical costs should be used only after there
have been several linkage projects run on data
frcnn the same source, using the same record
linkage system.
Dr. Tepping also commented on the assumption

of independence between comparison vector
components, the difficulty of estimating, the
difficulty of estimating model parameters, and
the potential sensitivity of linkage error
rates to errors in those parameter estimates.
These ccmments are well placed, and I am con-
tinuing work on the blocking problem in an
attempt to strengthen the results of this paper.

.
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PROPERTIES OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER RELEVANT TO ITS USE IN RECORD LINKAGES

Thomas B. Jabine, Consultant,

Linkage of records frcintwo data systems is
aided greatly by the presence in both systems
of the same numeric identifier, for example,
the social security number (SSN) for persons or
the employer identification number (EIN) for
businesses. When matching variables for two
records are compared, agreement on such numeric
identifiers is usually given a large weight in
deciding whether a true match exists.

Because of their importance for record
linkage, it is important to have ccinpleteand
current information on the relevant properties
of each of these numeric identifiers. Such
properties include: coverage, general structure
and method of issuance, information content,
and appropriate methods of validation. Proper-
ties relevant to sample selection using numeric
identifiers are also of interest, since many
record-linkage studies are based on a sample
from one of the data systems.

This paper provides a description of the
properties of the social security number (SSN)
that are relevant to its use in record link-
ages. The description should be regarded as a
first draft and readers are urged to suggest
corrections and additions.

If this description of the SSN proves use-
ful, it is suggested that the Administrative
Records Subcommittee of the Federal Committee
on Statistical Methodology make arrangements
to: (1) prepare and disseminate descriptions,
using the same format, of other commonly used
numeric identifiers, such as the EIN and the
unemployment insurance number, and (2) update
the descriptions periodically and whenever
significant changes occur.

Special thanks are due to Richard Wehrly of
the Social Security Administration for provid-
ing information used in developing the SSN
description. However, any errors are the sole
responsibility of the author and readers are
cautioned that the description of the SSN has
not been officially reviewed by the Social
Security Administration.

NUMERIC IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION

1. Name of identifier
The social security number (SSN).

2. Administrative uses
Ns were Issued initially so that earnings

of persons in jobs covered by the soci~l
security retirement program could be reported,
by their employers, to the Social Security
kkninistration (SSA) and credited to the
persons accounts for subsequent use in deter-
mining benefit eligibility and payment amounts.

An early decision was made to use SSNS as
identifiers in the State-operated unemployment
insurance programs. No other significant uses
developed until 1961 when the Internal Revenue
Service, after discussions with .SSA,decided to
use the SSN as a taxpayer identification number.
After implementation of this decision, other

Cotmnitteeon National Statistics

uses by Federal and State governments followed
rapidly, and the SSN is now widely used as an
identifier for workers, taxpayers, drivers,
students, welfare beneficiaries, civil ser-
vants, servicemen, veterans, pensioners and
others (HEW Secretary’s Advisory Committee,
1973).

Legal justification for use of the SSN as
an identifier by Federal agencies comes from
Executive Order 9397, issued in 1943, which
directed Federal agencies to use the SSN when
establishing a new system of permanent account
numbers. The Privacy Act of 1974 placed some
restrictions on use of SSNS by Federal, State
and 1ocal government agencies, but uses
formally established prior to January 1, 1975
were not affected and these restrictions have
had only a minor effect on widespread admin-
istrative use of the SSN by governments and
private organizations (Privacy Protection Study
Commission, 1977).

-s .--SSNS are issued to persons.
b. -coverage provisions.--An SSN will

be issued to any Unlted States citizen upon
application and presentation of acceptable
evidence of identity. Foreign nationals
legally present in the United States will be
issued SSNS if legally entitled to work or if
they have an acceptable “nonWork reason” for
needing an SSN, e.g., the need for a taxpayer
identification number.

All persons with Federally taxable income
and their spouses are required to obtain SSNS
for use as taxpayer identification numbers.
SSNS are also required for many types of
benefits and for other purposes: social secur-
ity, driver’s license, welfare benefits, voter
registration, participation in scholastic
aptitude testing programs, etc. For some of
these, requirements vary by State.

Volume and characteristics of issuance
to ;;te.--SSNs were first issued in November

By the end of 1975, over 235 million
SSNS had been issued and there were an esti-
mated 180 million living SSN holders (Social
Security Administration, 1981b). As of the
close of 1983, approximately 287,083,000 SSNS
had been issued. It is estimated by SSA that
there were 204,760,000 living SSN holders at
the end of 1981. When SSN holders die, their
SSNS are not reissued to other applicants.

The t~e in Attachment A shows the number
of SSNS issued annually, by sex of applicant,
through the end of 1979. Following the large
number of issuances in the first 14 months
(November 1936 to December 1937), the volume of
annual issuances has fluctuated for a variety
of reasons, with a tendency to increase in
recent years as coverage of SSA benefit pro-
grams and the use of SSNS for non-SSA programs
has expanded. Today most of the SSNS are
issued to applicants under 20 years of age. In
1979, 62.8 percent of the SSNS were issued to
persons under 15 and another 26.2 percent to
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persons between 15 and 19 (Social Security
Administration, 1981b).

Fran time to time, surname counts based on
the first six characters of the surname are
made frcm SSA’S account number files. Kilss
and Tyler (1574) show the rankings of common
surnames based on 1964 counts. Based on a 1974
tabulation, the ten most common surnames were:

Smith
Johnso(n)
Williamson)
Brown
Jones
Miller
Davis
Martin(ez)(son)
Anders(on)
Wilson

The letters in parentheses following some
names are intended to show the more common sur-
names that have these first six characters.

d. Uniqueness, stability.--Until 1972,
applicants for MS were not asked if they had
already been issued numbers, nor were-they
asked for proof of identity. As a result many
persons now have more than one SSN (Privacy
Protection Study Commission, 1977). As of
1973, it was estimated that 4.2 million persons
had two or more SSNS (HEW Secretary’s Advisory
Committee, 1973). More recent estimates are
not available. Today, intentional issuance of
multiple numbers to the same person is per-
mitted only in exceptional circumstances,
generally involving national security or the
protection of the person in question.

In most cases where a person is known to
have more than one SSN, SSA’S computerized SSN
files contain a record for each of his or her
SSNS and cross references linking all of the
SSNS.

Sometimes more than one person uses the
same SSN. Some reasons why this happens are
discussed in item 8b. Estimates of the fre-
quency with which this occurs are not readily
available, but it is believed to be much less
prevalent than issuance of multiple numbers to
the same person (HEW Secretary’s Advisory Ccm-
mittee. 1973).
4. Ge~eral structure and information content

The social security number has nine digits
arranged as follows: 000-00-0000. The first
three digits are called the area number, the
next two are the group number, and the last
four are the serial number. There are no check
digits. The serial number provides no informa-
tion about the person to whom an SSN has been
assigned; however, the area and group numbers
do contain a limited amount of information.

The area number, digits one to three of the
SSN, carries some information either about the
SSN holder’s occu~ation or his or her Dlace of
residence at the” time the number was” issued.
For the ranges of area numbers used to date,
the information content is as follows:

(1) Area numbers 001 to 626. With a few
exceptions, each of these area numbers has
been assigned to a single State, one or
more to a State. For most SSNS, the area
number indicates only the SSN holder’s
State of residence at the time of issuance,
as derived from the mailing address on the

SSN application. For SSNS issued in the
early days of social security, the area
number indicated the specific SSA field
office from which the number was issued,
regardless of where the applicant lived.
(2) Area numbers 700-728. These numbers
were assigned to railroad workers through
1963. Since then, railroad workers have
been assigned SSNS with the same area
numbers as other applicants.
The group number, digits four and five, in

combination with the area number, provides a
rough indication of when the SSN was issued.
In particular, it is possible to tell whether
an SSN was issued before or after another SSN
having the same area number but a different
group. Within an area number, the group
numbers are always used in the following
sequence:

- Odd numbers from 01 to 09
- Even numbers from 10 to 98
- Even numbers from 02 to 08
- Odd numbers from 11 to 99
The group number 00 has never been used.

Only the first two sets of group numbers in the
above sequence were used through 1965. Since
then the third and fourth sets have been used
with some area numbers. Current information on
the last group number assigned for each area
number can be obtained frcm SSA (see Section
9a.).
5. Issuance procedures

Ns are issued by the Social Security
Administration. Prior to July 1, 1963, the
Railroad Retirement Board issued SSNS (in the
700 series) to all railroad employees.

A single application form, Form SS-5, Ap-
plication for a Social Security Number Card, is
used for initial applications, requests for
replacements for lost cards and corrections,
such as name changes. A copy of the applica-
tion form is shown in Attachment B. Appli-
cations must be accompanied by evidence of age,
identity and U.S. citizenship or lawful alien
status. They may be submitted either in person
or by mail, except that aliens and persons 18
or older making initial applications must apply.
in person. -

Most SSN applications are submitted to SSA
field offices. In 37 States, applications for
new welfare applicants needing””SSNs are de-
veloped by the State welfare agencies and
submitted by the State directly to SSA’S Office
of Central Records Operations. SSA district
offices sometimes make arrangements with
schools for “mass enumerations” in which SSA
and school officials collaborate in obtaining
and reviewing applications from all students
who wish to obtain SSNS.

The application forms (SS-5) and accompany-
ing evidence submitted to district offices are
screened for completeness and accuracy by
district office personnel, who make further
contacts with applicants when necessary. The
SS-5 information is then keyed in the district
office for direct transmission to SSA central
operations.

The central processing of the applications
consists of validation (which is essentially a
matching operation) against existing SSN files,
followed by appropriate actions. The exact
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nature of the validation depends on the type of
application. For example, if an initial appli-
cant alleges that he or she has not been issued
an SSN previously, the purpose of the valida-
tion is to confirm that allegation. Validation
procedures are discussed further in item 9b.

The final step depends on the results of
the validation. The main possibilities are:
assigning an SSN and mailing a card to a new
applicant, mailing a replacement card to an
applicant, correcting information (such as
name) about the applicant in the SSN computer-
ized files, or asking the field office to
supply additional information.

When a new SSN is assigned, the next
available number for the State from which the
application was submitted is used. The
sequence of availability proceeds from the
lowest area number used in a given State
through the highest area number for that State,
using the same group number. For example, in
New Hampshire, which has been assigned area
codes 001, 002, and 003, the last available
number in group 001-52 would be followed by the
first available number in group 002-52, and the
last avaflable number in that group would be
~~_~d by the first available number in group

.
6. Sampling properties

In theory, a ~robability samDle could be
selected using digi’talpatte~ns based on any of
the nine digits of the SSN or combinations
thereof. However, consideration of the infor-
mation content of the first five digits, as
described in item 4, makes it clear that use of
any of those digits should be avoided. It
would be most inconvenient to select a sample
that turned out to include only persons who
were railroad workers at the time their SSNS
were issued and had all been issued their SSNS
not later than 1963!

The serial number part of the SSN, however,
does not have this kind of problem and conse-
quently is frequently used for digital sampling
from a file of records that includes SSNS.
Assuming a uniform distribution of 9,999
possible serial numbers (SSNS ending in 0000
have never been issued), ft is possible to
choose a digftal sampling pattern that will
approximate any desired sampling fraction.
There are usually several alternatives. For
example, to select a sample of approximately 5
percent (1 in 20) of the records, one could use

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

and so
selected
witbout

5 of the 100 possible combinations of
the 8th and 9th digits;
50 of the 1,000 possible ccfnbinations
of digits 7, 8 and 9;
500 of the 9,999 combinations of
digits 6, 7, 8and 9;
5 of the 100 possible combinations of
the 7th and 8th digits
forth. The combinations of digits
may be chosen at random with or
replacement (the latter would be

preferable) ‘ or systematically with a random
start. In the latter case, for exmple, we
might choose the pair 73 at random and include
with it the pairs 93, 13, 33 and 53.

The use of selected digits or combinations
of digits for sampling is actually a form of
cluster sampling. In the illustration used

above, we could describe a population of
records as consisting of 100 clusters, each
consisting of all records with SSNS having a
particular pair of 8th and 9th digits. Five of
these clusters are selected by an appropriate
probability sampling mechanism.

In practice, samples of this kind,
especially when only the 8th and 9th digits are
used, behave pretty much like randcan samples,
chosen without replacement. In particular,
reasonably accurate estimates of sampling error
can be calculated as though the data were from
a simple random sample.

In selecting samples based on the serial
number portion of the SSN, the following points
should be considered:

(1) The serial number 0000 is not used.
The effect of this, which is quite small, on
the expected sample size can easily be calcu-
1ated.

(2) The digital patterns used for any
particular sample determine only the ex ected
sampling fraction or size. +The samp e size
realized by using a particular set of digits or
~ion of digits will, in general, differ
somewhat from its expected value. If precise
control of sample size is important, this can
be achieved by oversampling initially and then
subsampling units at random or systematically
from the initial sample.

(3) As discussed in item 3d, some persons
have been issued more than one SSN. Such
persons may have multiple chances of selection
in a sample of persons obtained by selecting
SSN3, depending on what record sets are being
used. If the number of SSNS that each sample
person has can be determined, appropriate
adjustments can be made in estimates based on
the sample. Because the phenomenon is infre-
quent, however, it is usually ignored in
practice.

(4) Various studies (Hawkes and Harris,
1969; Page and Wright, 1979) have shown that
the distributions of SSNS by ending digit in
selected record sets is essentially uniform.
However, studies conducted with various record
sets in the late 1960s and early 1970s (Hawkes
and Harris, 1969; Internal Revenue Service,
1973) showed a negative linear relationship
between the ascending sequence of digits in
positions 6 and 7 and the number of SSNS in
these record sets having those digits. This
probably resulted from the fact that, until
1972, SSNS in each area-group canbination were
issued consecutively by serial number, from
0001 to 9999. Since then, they have been
issued in a randomized order, largely to avoid
issuing consecutive numbers to persons with the
same surname. Because of the new issuance pro-
cedure, one would expect this relationship to
disappear gradually. However, to be on the
safe side, it is recommended that: (1) digital
sampling patterns use only the 8th and 9th
digits whenever requirements can be met in that
way, and (2) whenever multiple combinations of
two or more digits are used, they should be
selected systematically rather than at random
from the range of possible canbinations.
7. Links with other numeric identifiers

At the Federal levels there are two kinds
of links between SSNS and employer identifica-
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tion numbers (EINs). For employees, the link
occurs in the W-2/W-3 annual wage and tax
reporting system (prior to 1978, reporting was
quarterly). For many years SSA has used this
link for statistical purposes, in the Continu-
ous Work History Sample system, to add employer
locations and industry data to records of
earnings and demographic characteristics for
sample persons. More recently, the Statistics
of Income Division of IRS has used the same
link to obtain employer indust~ codes to use
as an aid in coding occupations reported by
individual taxpayers on their returns.

The second link between SSNS and EINs
applies to persons who operate businesses as
sole proprietors. This link applies primarily
to sole proprietors with employees; those with
no employees are not, in general, required to
obtain and use EINs. The link occurs in two
ways: on income tax returns of sole propri-
etors, and on new applications for EINs. On
income tax returns, the business schedules (C
and F) call for entries of both the EIN (if the
taxpayer has one) and the SSN. On EIN appli-
cation forms (Form SS-4), applicants who are
sole proprietors are asked to enter their SSNS.

There are undoubtedly several links between
the SSN and other numeric identifiers at the
State and local levels. One obvious one is the
link between SSNS and employer unemployment
insurance (UI) identification numbers, which is
necessary for the operation of the UI program.
The precise nature of the linkage varies by
State and, for the minority of States which
operate under the “wage request” system, it may
not exist in any readily accessible sense.
8. Reporting formats and problems

a. Formats.--Many dlfferent administrative
and statistical forms include spaces for re-
cording SSNS, either by the holders or by
someone else completing the form. There is no
standard format for this purpose. The particu-
lar format used may have some effect on the
accuracy with which SSNS are entered on the
forms and read from the forms for purposes of
manual transcription or data entry.

Format features that vary include: width
and height of the space provided for the
number; separators used for the area, group,
and serial numbers; use of boxes for individual
digits; and the label used to indicate what
should be entered. Some examples of these
features appear below. All of them show the
actual size of the entry space on the form.

Example 1. Department of State, Passport
Application, berm SDP-11 (7-79)

●lnTwMcE (cm,sum or ●mlIlncq Ceuntw) ●IRTMOATS
MO* * v-

J
uREDATE [ HEIGHT lCOLOROFHAIR COLOROFEYEE

—- —In.
IEN7RESIOENCE (SmaaddW Clw,StaqZIPCoda) SOCIALSECURIW

NO. tNet ~orf)

1
FATHEWENAME ● lnln

Of several formats examined, this one
provided the narrowest space for entering the

SSN, with a width of 1 1/4 inches. Most others
were in the range of 1 1/2 to 2 inches.

Empl~iholF~m~llow~~~nu~r~~f~~~
FonnW-4 (10-79)

albTasewr-~~s-J-
:hholdlng Allowmm Ccrtifkato

IvEIWuaEalib wabEf● ii

This format allowed the smallest vertical
distance of those examined, 5/32 inch. It uses
vertical dotted lines as separators for the
three parts of the SSN.

plic-
Internal Revenue Service, Ap-

or Employer Identification Number,
Form SS-4, (8-76).

.S $ndinsmen !hofsccwntinsnw

I

This format also uses the dotted vertical
lines as separators. In this case, the spaces
for the three portions of the SSN are all the
same length, 5/8 inch. Other forms using
separators make the lengths of the three spaces
roughly proportional to the number of digits to
be entered, i.e., 3, 2, and 4.

8ureau of the Census/Department
of w~dtiuman Services Income Survey
Development Program, 1978 Re~arch Panel-July
Questionnaire, Form ISDP-403.

Last

Fwst Mddle
“ @

ocIal Secur!ty Number

‘@llll_l@llll
[

Last

This format i1lustrates the use of separate
boxes for each digit of the SSN. The three
parts of the SSN are separated by horizontal
dashes. The ciriled numbers are sou~e codes
for data entry.

(Ori=;plai~ll ~;”~;~ecf~z~ g:
SS-5 (5-84) (see Attachment B).

This item is completed only for persons who
already have SSNS and are applying for a re-
placement or correction. This format uses a
box for each digit, with intervening spaces,
and horizontal dashes to separate the three
parts of the SSN. The wording of the itern
1abel ref1ects the fact that the form is
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sometimes ccmpleted by someone other than the
“applicant.”

Example 6. Internal Revenue Service, Form
1040 Income Tax Return for Single Filers
with no Dependents.

Pleaseprintyournumbers Iikethis.

123+5678q0
%cii security number

m-mm

This format is used for handwritten entries
by taxpayers that wi11 be read automatically by
optical character reading equipment. On the
actual form, the boxes for the individual
digits are in light blue. The boxes for the
area, group and serial parts of the SSN are
separated.

Example 4 above comes frcnna questionnaire
that is completed by trained Census Bureau
interviewers. The other examples are all from
forms that are filled by members of the general
public. No experimental research on alterna-
tive formats for recording SSNS has been
identified. Sane other research has suggested
that the use of individual character separators
may actually reduce legibility of entrieS
(Wright, 1980).

. Reporting and processing errors. --Most
errors In Ns in data files occur for two
reasons: (1) the person completing the form or
answering the questions gave an SSN for the
wrong person, or (2) the SSN is for the right
person, but it was reported, recorded, tran-
scribed or keyed incorrectly.

The first type of error can occur, for
example, when a widow reports the number under
which she is receiving benefits, rather than
her own. Another example is what SSA calls the
“pocketbook number.” The number 078-05-1120
appeared on a sample account number card
contained in wallets sold nationwide in 1938.
Several thousand people mistakenly reported
this number to their employers as their own!
By the 1970s there were over 20 different
pocketbook numbers (HEW Secretary’s Advisory
Committee, 1973, p. 112).

People who lose their social security cards
can apply for replacement cards bearing the SSN
already issued to them. In cases where they
are not able to give their SSN on the applica-
tion, SSA must determine the correct SSN based
on other identifying information. Occasionally
a mismatch occurs and the person will be issued
a replacement card bearing someone else’s SSN.

The second type of error is usually an
error in a single digit or a transposition of
digits, types of errors that could be easily
corrected if a check digit were used.

Cobleigh and Alvey (1974) describe errors
detected when SSNS reported in the Current
Population Survey were validated against Social
Security Administration files. About three
percent of the reported SSNS were clearly in

error. Roughly two-thirds of these were found
to have transposition or single-digit errors.
Another one-sixth were SSNS belonging to other
members of the same household, and the re-
mainder could not be located in SSA’S files.
9. Validation procedures

a. Intra-record validation.--When under-
taking record llnkages based on SSNS, it is
usually desirable to- start by identifying SSNS
that are clearly invalid. A first step might
be to look at the SSN itself and determine
whether it is within the range of numbers
issued to date. SSA will make available, on
request, up-do-date information on the area
numbers that have been issued so far and, for
each of those numbers, the “highest” group
number issued. “Highest” must be intewreted
in terms of the standard. sequence for use of
group numbers within an area number, as
explained in item 4 above.

Attachment C provides this information as
of January 2, 1985. As of that date, the only
area numbers used were those in the ranges 001
to 587, 589 to 595, 600 and 601, and 700 to
728. Also, group number 00 and serial number
0000 are never used. Current information on
highest group numbers may be obtained from the
director of the OASDI Statistics Division;
Office of Research, Statistics and Inter-
national Policy; Social Security Administration.

If records to be linked have information on
date of birth or age, the SSN can be checked
for consistency with age. The operating rule
is that a person whose SSN was issued x years
ago must be at least x years old. Since
virtually all numbers issued through 1961 were
issued to employed persons, only a few errors
would be made by requiring that persons with
numbers issued in this period be at least x +
15 years old. For SSNS issued from 1951 on-
wards, the SSA can provide fairly precise
information about the years in which numbers
with specific area-group combinations were
issued (contact the source given in the preced-
ing paragraph). For numbers issued prior to
1951, only rough estimates of issuance periods
for area-QrouD combinations are DOSSiblr2.

b. ~alidation against SSA”records.--Vali-
dation is defined broadly here as a ~rocess in
which SSN information ‘for individuals from
sources external to SSA records is checked
against those records to determine its validi-
ty. Specifically, if the external record
includes an SSN, it is desired to know whether
the SSN is the correct one for that person and,
if it is not correct, what the correct SSN, if
any, is for that person. If the external
record for a person has no SSN, it is desired
to know whether that person has an SSN and, if
so, what it is. This kind of validation
requires matching external records to SSA
records and should be thought of in that
context.

Validation of SSN information is done
routinely by SSA for program purposes. Some-
what less frequently it is undertaken for
statistical purposes. Some examples of the
latter are:

(1) Validation of SSNS collected in pre-
tests for the 1970 Census of Population (Ono et
al., 1968).
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(2) Validation of SSNS collected in the
March 1973 Current Population Survey, as a
preparatory step before adding SSA and IRS
administrative data to the survey records
(covered in several reports and articles, e.g.,
Cobleigh and Alvey, 1974; Social Security Ad-
ministration, 1981a).

(3) Validation of SSNS collected in panel
surveys as part of the Income Survey Develop-
ment Program (Kasprzyk, 1983).

(4) In various mortality followup studies,
as a preparatory step before determining which
members of an externally identified study popu-
lation have died, according to SSA records.

Attachment D provides a summary description
of SSA’S current validation procedures for
program operations. A combination of com-
puterized and manual procedures is used, and
unresolved cases are returned to district
offices with an instruction to seek additional
information from the applicant or claimant.
The SSN files maintained by SSA are now fully
computerized and a more sophisticated computer
validation system is being developed.

A variety of validation procedures have
been used in statistical applications; some of
them are described in the references cited
above.

The circumstances under which SSA will
validate SSN information for administrative or
statistical purposes are limited by law and by
SSA regulations and policies. Anyone wishing
to validate SSN information for statistical or
research purposes should contact SSA’S Office
of Research, Statistics and International
Policy.
10. U<e as a matching variable

Arellano (n.d.) discusses use of the SSN in
record linkages based on the model proposed by
Fellegi and Sunter (1969). He recommends that
the SSN not be used for blocking, because of
the possibility that some individuals in the
files to be linked may not have been issued
SSNS. To use the SSN as a component of the
comparison vector, Arellano reccunmendsthat the
9 digits of the SSN be partitioned into four
elements on a 2,2,2,3 basis. He identifies 17
possible configurations of the SSN component of
the comparison vector, covering the possible
realizations of agreements and disagreements in
the four elements, plus the case in which no
SSN is available for one or both members of the
comparison pair. He then suggests procedures
for assigning conditional probabilities to
these configurations for the matched and un-
matched sets. These probabilities are based on
assumptions about the kinds of errors that can
occur in the matched set and on observed fre-
quencies of realizations of the first three
elements of the partitioned SSNS in the files
to be linked (realizations of the fourth ele-
ment are assumed to be uniformly distributed).

Rogotfe~al~h:1983) report on linkages of
records Census Bureau’s Current
Population Survey with the National Death
Index, using each person’s name, SSN and date
of birth as key matching variables. Based on
the results of an evaluation study in which
“truth” (match or non-match) was based on a
consensus of three raters using all available
information for a set of “possible matches,”

they concluded that whenever SSNS agreed, it
was appropriate to classify the pair of records
as a positive link, provided there was agree-
ment on sex. The use of probabilistic matching
procedures was restricted to cases for which
the SSNS did not agree or were missing on one
or both records.
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ATTACHMENT A

Table 1.--Social Security Numbers Issued, By Sex of Applicants, 1937-79

(In thousands)

Year I Total I Male I Female
37,139
6,304
5,555
5.227
6.678
7,637
7.426
4,537
3,321
3.022
2.728
2.7m
2,340
2,891
4,927
4,363
3.464
2.743

4.323
4,376
3,639
2,920
3,388
3.415
3,370
4.519
8,617
5,623
6.131
6,506
5,920
5,862
6,289
6.132
6.401
9.564
10.038
7,998
8,164
9.043
7,724
5,260
5,213

26,981
4,010
3.291
3,080
3.702
3.547
2.905
1.830
1.506
1.432
I,299
I ,305
1,113
I .406
2.420
2,292
1,664
1.299

2.304
2,391
1,793
1.384
1.645
1.663
1,665
2,109
3.739
2.707
2.746
2.894
2,855
2.856
3.105
3,004
3.122
3.948
4.849
3,950
3,992
4.507
3,872
2,682
2,649

10.158
2.294
2,264
2,147
2.976
4,090
4,521
2,707
1.815
{.~~

1,429
1,415
1,227
1.485
2.507
2.071
1,800
1.444

2.019
1.985
1.846
1.536
1,743
1.752
1.705
2.410
4.878
2,916
3.385
3.612
3.065
3.006
3.184
3.128
3.279
5.616
5.189
4.048
4.172
4.536
3.852

2.578
2.564

lIncludes issuances in November and December 1936.

Source: Social Security Administration, 1981b.
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ATTACHMENT B

Form SS-5.--Application for a Social Security Number Card

.

.

DEPARTMENTOFHEALTHANOHUMANSERVICES
SOCIALSECURIN ADMINISTRATION

FormAppmvsd
OMBNoOSW00S4

FORM SS-5 - APPLICATION FOR A
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER CARD
(Orlglnd, R*placomont or Corrootion) MICROFILM REF NO (SSA USE ONLY)

I ...-.— —— —.——— .—— ,

19therequestedInformathisprovfded,we frtsynotbeebtetolaw ● SootatSoourffyNumber(20CFR 422-103(b))
RUCTIONS Sefore completingthisform.pleasereedtheinstructionsontheoppositepsge.Youcm typeorprint,ueing
PPLICANT pen with clerk blue or black ink. 00 not use pencil.

!TO First Lul
* I

-
NAME
BESHOWN
ONCARr
FULLNAl
BIRTH(IFOTHER
THANABOVE)
OTHER
P&g(s)

u 1
MEAT First Middl@ I Last

1
1 I

---—
MAILING (SImt/Apt.No.,P.O. Box. Ru181Rout@No.)
AODRESS

cmv
[ml

STATE ZfP ZIP COOE

❑ d Otfwr(Ssomrruamson Psw2) I

SEX

❑
MALE

•1
FEMALE

, 1 ,
~ IRACE/ETHNICDESCRIPTION(Chsckonsonly) (Voluntarjl

5 ❑

•1

● A*n, Asiwr-tiw!sa or PscWIcIslmdsf (Includmp.rsonsof Chimss,
Filipino,J@aISES,Korssn,Ssmosn,.sc.,●wmstIvof dcss.nt)

b, tiispsnic(includesp.rsonc of Chissno.Cuban.AS.xicmor M.xicuI-
Am.rican.Pu.no Rissn,Southof C+nlrslAmorism.or oth.r Sp@nish
●tceslfv ord.sc.nt)

c. Nagmor Blsck(notHiapsnic)

d NonhsrnAmwic4nIndianor AtssksnNStiVS

I I [ I
DATE

h,, ,-

MONTH; OAY ; VEAR PRESENT MS

#h

CITY I Pa
1, AGE PLACE

STATEOR FOUEIGNCOUNTRY;
OF 7 8 S&”

1
t,

BIRTH 1, 1
1, ~n

MOT++EaS Pm Mlddm Last (NW - num)
NAMEAT ;
NSRSlfWH I

F,mt I
FATHER’S M-M I L#m
NAME- I ~

1.Has●SocialS.curitynumb.rcard.vor ❑ YES(2} ❑ NO(I) ❑ Ocmtknow(l) ~ _~
MOWN i vEAm

bNn r.au.st.d forIhap.rsonlistedinifom ,,.,,
b Wss● cardrscaiwdforthep.rmnIislodin •1 YES(3) n NO(1) ❑ Don’tknow(1) ff YOUshosk,d~ksaorb,mmpfsks

item1? Itam*c Sflmtqhw,OmwwlsDgOtOftsEnll.

c. EINWtf!oSocialSecuritynumbsr●ssignedtothe
p.fson Iicl.d initem1.

d. nt.rthenameshownonthemostrecentSocOalSecuritycard e DEteof

~

MONTH , OAY ; YEAR
i~~u.dforth. PWsonhst.dinitem1, birthcormstion 1 1

(S.0 Instruction10 Iongag. 2) I 1f 1 . ,
TOOAVS MONTH OAV ; YEAR Tetephonenumberwherewe HOME ; OTNER
OATE : t ,

#1 , 1121%‘&2%w’%uwcodO)
WARNINO DofbrskslyfumMfns (or ssustnsto bs Eumlshsd)fdss fmformsflamonEhkE~fs~e—~brfkmw~,arbokfl.
IMPORTANTREN}NOER:SSS●AOE1PDRREOUIREDEVIOCNTfARY00CUM!NTS.
rouR SIGNATURE YOURRELATIONSHIPTOPERSONIN ITEM1

1141❑ S.,r❑ Ortwr,.soec,f.,
I

WITNESS(Nosd.donlydsqnsdbymsrk,X) WITNESSP40dedOnlyifsignedby mwkX)

00 NOTwRITEBELOWTHISLINEIFOR55A USEONLY} OTC SSARECEIPTOATE

aIC3NE0Cl •l ❑ -0 ❑ l-n ❑ •l •l ‘w

Blc SIGNATUREANOTITLEOF EMPLOYEE(S)REVIEWING
EVIOENCEANO/ORCONDUCTINGINTERVIEW

m~ NC C~AN
TYPE(S)OFEvIOENCESUB~lTTEO

MANOATORY

❑ l’%%%: ‘
OATE

CONOUCTED DATE

I I ION IITV 10CL

Form 8S-5 (5-84) Destroy prior editions
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ATTACHMENT C

Distribution of Social Security Numbers as of
Number Issued Within Each

January 2, 1985: Highest Grw
Area Number*

001 68
002 68
003 66
004 82
005 so
006 80
007 80
008 “66
009 64
010 66
011 66
012 64
013 64
014 64
015 64
016 64
017 64
018 64
019 64
020 64
021 64
022 64
023 64
024 64
025 64
026 64
027 64
028 64
029 64
030 64
031 64
032 64
033 64
034 64
035 54
036 52
037 52
036 52
039 52
040 76
04i 76
042 76
043 76
044 76
045 76
046 76
047 76
048 76
049 74
050 68
051 68
052 68
053 68
054 68
055 68
056 68
057 68
058 68

059 68
060 68
061 68
062 68
063 68
064 68
065 68
066 68
067 68
068 68
069 68
070 68
071 68
072 68
073 68
074 60
075 68
076 68
077 68
078 68
079 68
080 68
081 68
082 68
083 68
084 68
085 68
086 68
087 68
088 68
089 68
090 68
091 68
092 68
093 68
094 68
095 68
096 68
097 68
098 68
099 68
!00 6S
101 68
102 68
103 66
104 68
105 68
106 68
107 68
108 68
io9 68
110 68
111 68
112 68
113 68
t14 68
115 68
116 68
117 68

118 68
119 68
120 68
121 68
122 66
123 66
+24 66
125 66
126 66
127 66
128 66
f29 66
130 66
131 66
132 66
133 66
134 66
135 78
t36 78
137 78
$38 76
139 76
140 76
141 76
142 76
%43 76
144 76
145 76
146 76
147 76
148 76
149 76
150 76
f51 76
152 76
153 76
154 76
155 76
156 76
157 76
158 76
159 64
160 64
161 64
162 64
t63 64
164 64
165 64
166 64
i67 64
166 64
169 64
170 64
171 64
172 64
173 64
174 64
175 64
176 64

177 64
178 64
179 64
180 64
18t 64
182 64
183 64
184 64
185 64
186 64
187 64
188 64
189 64
190 64
191 64
192 64
f93 64
194 64
195 64
198 64
197 84
198 64
t99 64
200 62
201 62
202 62
203 62
204 62
205 62
206 62
207 62
208 62
209 62
210 62
211 62
212 06
213 06
214 06
215 06
216 06
217 06
218 06
219 06
220 04
221 68
222 66
223 33
224 33
225 33
226 33
227 33
228 33
229 33
230 3f
231 31
232 27
233 27
234 27
235 25

246 25
237 45
238 45
239 45
240 43
241 43
242 43
243 43
244 43
245 43
246 43
247 59
248 59
249 59
250 57
251 57
252 49
253 49
254 49
255 49
256 4S
257 47
258 47
259 47
260 47
261 99
262 99
263 99
264 99
265 99
266 99
267 99
268 62
269 82
270 82
271 82
272 82
273 82
274 82
275 82
276 82
277 82
278 82
279 82
280 82
281 82
282 82
283 82
284 82
285 82
286 82
287 82
288 82
289 82
290 80
291 80
292 80
293 80
294 80

295 80
296 80
297 80
298 80
299 80
300 80
301 80
302 80
303 92
304 92
305 92
306 92
307 92
30S 92
309 92
310 92
311 92
312 92
313 92
314 92
315 92
316 92
317 92
318 74
319 74
320 74
321 74
322 74
323 74
324 74
325 74
326 74
327 74
328 74
329 74
330 74
331 74
332 74
333 74
334 74
335 74
336 74
337 74
338 74
339 74
340 74
34+ 74
342 72
343 72
344 72
345 72
346 72
347 72
348 72
349 72
350 72
351 72
352 72
353 72

354 72
355 72
356 72
357 72
358 72
359 72
360 72
361 72
362 94
363 94
364 94
365 94
366 94
367 94
368 94
369 94
370 94
37i 94
372 94
373 94
374 94
375 94
376 94
377 94
378 94
379 94
380 94
381 94
382 94
383 92
384 92
385 92
386 92
387 92
368 92
389 92
390 92
39~ 92
392 92
393 92
394 92
395 92
396 92
397 92
398 92
399 92
400 25
401 25
402 25
403 25
404 25
405 25
406 23
407 23
408 45
409 45
4fo 45
4if 45
412 45

4i3 45
414 45
415 43
416 19
417 19
4i8 t9
4i9 19
420 f!ii
421 19
422 19
423 19
424 17
425 51
426 51
427 49
428 49
429 57
430 57
431 55
432 55
433 w
434 55
435 55
436 55
437 55
438 55
439 53
440 84
441 84
442 84
443 84
444 84
445 84
446 82
447 82
448 82
449 69
450 69
451 69
452 69
453 69
454 69
455 69
456 69
457 69
458 69
459 69
460 69
461 69
462 69
463 69
464 69
465 69
466 69
467 69
468 04
469 04
470 04
471 04
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Distribution of Social Security Numbers as of January 2, 1985 (cent’d.)

472 04
473 04
474 02
475 02
476 02
.!77 02
478 06
479 06
480 06
48f 06
482 06
483 06
484 04
405 04
486 90
487 90
480 90
489 88
490 88
49f 08
492 ~8
493 88
494 80

495 88
4S6 88
497 88
498 88
499 88
500 88
5ot 04
502 02
503 04
504 04
505 13
506 13
507 lt
508 11
509 88
510 88
511 88
512 88
513 88
514 86
51s 86
516 04
517 04

518 11
519 11
520 04
521 43
522 43
523 43
524 43
525 53
526 99
527 99
528 49
529 49
53o 08
531 96
532 96
533 96
534 96
535 94
536 94
537 94
538 94
539 94
540 11

541 11 564 8i
542 ii 565 81
543 11 566 81
544 1~ 567 81
545 83 568 81
546 83 569 81
547 83 570 81
548 83 571 81
549 83 572 81
550 a~ 573 8f
BBI et 574 76
552 81
553 81

57!5 27

554 81
576 27

555 81
577 11

556 81
578 08
579 08

557 81 580 19
558 81 581 99
559 61 582 99
560 81
561 81

583 99

562 81
584 97
585 51

563 8$ 586 78

587 49
588 00
589 30
590 30
591 30
592 30
593 30
594 28
595 28
596 00
597 00
598 00
599 00
600 16
601 14
602 00
603 00
604 00
605 00
606 00
607 00
608 00
602 00

610 00
611 00
612 00
613 00
614 00
615 00
616 00
617 00
618 00
619 00
620 00
621 00
622 00
623 00
624 00
625 00
626 00
700 18
701 t8
702 18
703 18
704 18
70s 18

706 18
707 18
708 18
709 18
710 18
711 18
712 18
713 18
714 f8
715 18
716 18
717 18
718 18
719 18
720 la
721 18
722 18
723 18
724 28
725 18
726 18
727 10
728 14

*First three digits of the social security number are area numbers; second
two digits are group numbers.

Group 00 is not a valid group -- it is for program purposes only.
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Validation and

VALIDATION OF SSN’S

ATTACHMENT D

Excerpt from
Screening Techniques for Social Security Numbers

Minimum information needed to validate an SSN
is the person’s name, sex, date of birth and
the alleged SSN. Validation occurs only when
the information on a current transaction ex-
actly matches or can be reconciled with the
information on the Alphident/Numident data
bases or the microfilm subfiles of these sys-
tems. In certain circumstances, additional
matching information is needed before vali-
dation can occur. If earnings are reported
without an SSN or with an SSN or name that does
not agree with these files and the correct .SSN
cannot be determined through internal screening
operations, the employer or the worker is asked
to furnish additional information to identify
the record. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
uses a similar system to validate SSN’S of
taxpayers.

MANUAL SCREENING OF DUPLICATE
AND ORIGINAL SSN APPLICATIONS

The electronic screening operation to which
every application is subjected is capable of
processing roughly 85 percent of all applica-
tions input by field offices. Through a
sophisticated series of screening grids, the
computer makes a decision: is this applicant
already represented in the Alphident data
base? If the decision is yes, the previously
assigned SSN is identified and a replacement
card is prepared and mailed. If the decision
is no, a number is assigned and a card is
printed and mailed.

However, the decision-making capability of
the system is deliberately limited because some
applications have identifying information com-
mon to others or conditions exist which should
receive a clerical review. These applications
produce worksheets which are processed manually
by OCRO.
Worksheets to be screened are checked against

the Alphident Microfilm File and the Alphident
Microfiche File, using the name and date of
birth shown on the application. If an SSN is
not located for the name and date of birth
shown, another search is made using dates of
birth somewhat different from the one given on
the application. If an SSN is still not lo-
cated, certain other variations are checked,
including name at birth or on the signature
line if different from the name in item 1;
acceptable variations of common first names;
dropping middle name shown; substituting
different middle initials; substituting maiden
surname for middle given name for married
females; substituting initials only in place of
ccmplete given names; etc. Once a “possible”
SSN is located, verification can be made im-
mediately since full identifying information is
available on the Alphident “files. See RM
00204.020 for procedures for handling “UTL” and
“Investigate” items.

THE ALPHIDENT MICROFILM AND
MICROFICHE FILES

The electronic Alphident file is updated
daily. If an SSN holder loses the social
security card within the first days after it was
issued, the number can be located and verified
electronically.

The Alphident Microfilm File is an alpha-
betical file based on the Russell Soundex
coding system. It contains essentially the
same information as the electronic file.
Because the Alphident Microfilm File is

updated only every 3 months, each week an
accretion file is prepared on microfiche. This
file contains all SSN assignments and correc-
tions to our records processed during the
preceding 12 weeks. This file is referred to
when there is reason to believe that there was
a recent SSN action for an individual.

Each record entry on both the Alphident
Microfilm and the Alphident Microfiche Files
consists of the following:

DATA I POSITIONS

Blank ..............................
Soundex ............................
Blank ..............................
Applicant’s Surname ................
Applicant’s Given Name .............
Applicant’s Middle Name ............
Month of Birth ........O............
Blank ..............................

Day of Birth .......................
Blank ..............................
Century of Birth ...................
Year of Birth ......................
Blanks ............................,
SSN ................................
Blank ..............................
Mother’sSurname ...................

Mother’s Given Name ...............
Mother’s Given Initial .............
Blank ..............................
Sex/Race ...........................
Blank ..............................
Father’s Surname ...................
Father’s Given Name ...............
Father’s Middle Initial ............

Blank ..............................
City/CountyofBirt.h ...............
State/Country of Birth .............
Blanks .............................
Form/Entry .........................
Blanks .............................
Reference Number ...................
Blank ..............................

2-;

7-2:
28-43
44-45
56-57

58

59-60
61

63-%
65-66
67-77

78
79-91

92-102
103
104

105-106
107

108-120
121-131

132

133
134-140
141-142
143-144
145-146
147-148
149-159

160
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COMMON NAMES IN THE ALPHIDENT FILE

There are over 360 million records in the
Alphident File, representing over 277 million
SSN’S assigned. Many of the names in the file
are the same or are very similar, This is why
it is extremely important to get conmlete and
accurate identifying irIfO~atiOII on original
applications and on requests for duplicate SSN
cards. It is equally important to obtain
information that is consistent with that on the
original application. Applicants who have lost
their original cards should be questioned
closely to find out if any of the information
on the current application is now different
frcm that which they showed on their original
application.
The latest tabulation of ccmnmon surnames in

the SSN file was made in 1974. Some examples
of the number of times a common name could
appear in Alphident are given below.

I

NAME
NUM8EROF ITEMS IN

ALPHIDENT
I

Smith ......................
Johnso(n) ..................
Williamson) ...........
Brown ......................
Jones ......................
Miller .....................
Davis ......................
Martin(ez)(son) ............
Anders(on) .................
Wilson .....................

2,382,509
1,807,263
1,568,939
1,362,910
1,331,205
1,131,861
1,047,848
1,046,297

825,648
787,825

THE RUSSELL SOUNDEX CODE

By using the Russell Soundex Code system,
searching for possible SSN’S on the Alphident
film and fiche in OCRO is accomplished quickly.

Here are the basic rules for using the
Soundex Code.

Use the first letter of the surname, then
code the remaining letters as follows:

LETTERS CODE SYM80LS

BPFV ............................ 1
CGJKQSX2 ........................ 2
DT .............................. 3
L ............................... 4
MN ..............................
R ............................... :

Vowels are not coded, nor are the letters W,
H, and Y. Two successive letters with the same
code numbers are coded only once.

Example:
“Mack” is coded M-200. The “a” is not coded
since it is a vowel. “c” falls under code

symbol 2. “k” also falls under code symbol 2,
but is not used since two successive letters
with the same code sumbol are coded only once.
Since the complete Soundex Code must consist of
the first letter of the name followed by three
numbers, we add enough zeros to complete the
3-digit code.

Here are some other examples:

1. Snyder - S-536
2. Way - W-ooo
3. Bear - B-600
4. Brown - B-650

LIMITATIONS IN OCRO SCREENING FOR SSN’S

When an applicant has indicated a previous
SSN in item 10 of the SS-5 and the correct
number cannot be found in the electronic or
OCRO screening operations, the data are
returned via form SSA-431O to the district
office. This is because studies show that many
such applicants are mistaken in stating they
previously applied for a number, and it is not
worthwhile spending additional time on the case
unless different information can be found.
When the district office receives a form
SSA-431O frcin OCRO, it should recontact the
applicant for any different information that
~{ be useful in screening. See RM 00204.020

Take appropriate action, but do not
r~t~rn the SSA-431O to OCRO.

Upon recontacting the applicant, the district
office may discover that a married woman
obtained her original SSN under a first
husband’s name, but is now ap~lying for the
duplicate in her second husband’s name; that a
man who calls himself “Winslow” obtained his
number earlier in life as “Buddy;” or that Mr.
~li~;s,, record was set up originally under

. There is also a possibility that the
applicant may be able to locate the previously
issued SSN on an old pay stub or by asking a
present or a past employer. This new infor-
mation may enable OCRO to locate the original
SSN. If the applicant is unable to give any
information different from what was previously
given and is unable to locate the alleged’
number, the district office has no other choice
but to request assignment of an original SSN.
However, this should be done only as a last
resort, particularly if the person has earnings
under the original number which might not be
credited when the SSN holder applies for
benefits.
These facts point UP the need for obtaining

the most accurate information possible during
the initial interview with the applicant,
whether it be for an original or duplicate SSN
card; otherwise, multiple numbers may result.
Any reasonable assistance should be extended to
the applicant to help find out definitely what
the alleged prior SSN is. (See RM 00202.025
1.10.)

Source: “The Social Security Number,” Program
Operations Manual System, part I, _

Section -015, Sccial Security
Administration.
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EXACT MATCHING LISTS OF BUSINESSES:
BLOCKING, SUBFIELD IDENTIFICATION, AND INFORMATION THEORY

William E. Winkler, Energy Information Administration

1. INTRODUCTION

.The purpose of this paper is to present an
evaluation of matching strategies for name and
address files of businesses. In evaluating
mstching methods, we wish to minimize erroneous
matches and nonmatches and the amount of manual
review.

This work and previous work by various authors
(Newcombe, Kennedy, Axford, and James, 1959;
Newcombe and Kennedy, 1962; Newcombe, Smith,
Howe, Mingay, Strugnell, and Abbat t, 1983;
Coulter, 1977; Coulter and Mergerson, 1977;
Rogot , Schwartz, O“Conor, and Olsen, 1983 ;
Kelley, 1985) rely on matching strategies based
on a theory of record linkage formalized by
Fellegi and Sunter (1969) and first considered by
Newcombe et al. (1959). The Fellegi-Sunter model
provides an optimal means of obtaining weights
associated with the quality of a mstch for pairs
of records. Linked pairs (designated matches)
and nonlinked pairs (designated nonmatches)
receive high and low weighta, respectively.
Pairs designated for further manual followup
receive weights between the sets of high and low
weights.

Early work by Newcombe et al. (1959, 1962)
showed the potential improvement (lower rates of
erroneous matches and nonmatches and of manual
followup) when weights were computed using
surname and date of birth in comparison to when
weights were computed using surname only.
Coulter (1977) provided an example of the
decrease in discriminating power as the
probability of identifiers (such as surnames,
first names, middle names, and place names) being
misreported (transcribed inaccurately) and/or
pairs of identifiers associated with individuals
being different but accurately reported
increases.

While the applied work referenced above
involved files of individuals only, this paper
provides an evaluation involving files of
businesses. Matching using files of businesses
is different from matching files of individuals
because business files lack universally available
and locatable identifiers such as surnames.

Matching consists of two stages. In the
blocking stage, sort keys, such as SOUNDEX——
abbreviation of surname, are defined and used to
create a subset of all pairs of records from
files A and B that are to be merged. Records
having the same sort key are in the same block
and are considered during further review.
Records outside blocks are designated as
nonmatches. In the discrimination stage,——.——
surnames and other identifying characteristics
are used in assigning a weight to each pair of
records identified during the blocking stage.

With the exception of Newcombe et al. (1959,
1962), little work has been performed in
evaluating how many erroneous noomatches arise

due to a given blocking strategy. The chief
reason that little work haa been performed is
that identifying erroneous nonmatches due to
blocking and accurately estimating error rates is
difficult (Fellegi and Sunter, 1969; Winkler,
1984a,b).

The key to identifying difficulties in
blocking files of businesses is having a data
base in which all matchea are identified and
which is representative of problems in many
business files. In section 2, the construction
of such a data base from 11 Energy Information
Administration (EIA) and 47 State and industry
files is described. Section 2 also contains a
summary of the Fellegi-Sunter model and the
criteria used in evaluating competing matching
strategies.

Section 3 is divided into two parts. The
first part contains results obtained by multiple
blocking strategies using a procedure in which
the numbers of erroneous nonmatches and matches
are minimized under a predetermined bound on the
number of pairs to be passed on to the
discrimination stage (for related work aee
Kelley, 1985). The results are related to
results obtained during the discrimination stage
and build on earlier work of Winkler (1984a,
1984b).

In the second part, the main results of the
discrimination stage are presented. The effects
of improved spelling standardization procedures
and identification of additional comparative
subfields are highlighted. Although the
deleterious effect of poor spelling
standardization is covered by the Fellegi-Sunter
theory and presented in the simulation results of
Coulter (1977), no concrete examples have
previously been presented.

The second part also contains results on the
variation of cutoff weights and misclassification
and nonclassification rates during the
discrimination stage. The results are based on
small samples used for calibration and obtained
using multiple imputation (Rubin, 1978; Herzog
and Rubin, 1983) and bootstrap imputation (Efron,
1979; Efron and Gong, 1983). Fellegi and Sunter
(1969, p. 1191) indicate that results based on
samples are unreliable.

Finally, the second part presents results
addressing the strong independence assumptions
necessary under the Fellegi-Sunter model and
conditioning techniques that can be used in
improving matching performance in some situationa
when direct application of the Fellegi-Sunter
model yields high misclassification andjor
nonclassification rates, The investigation of
independence uses the hierarchical approach of
contingency table analysis (Bishop, Fienberg, and
Holland, 1975). The conditioning argument uaea a
steepest ascent approach (Cochran and Cox, 1957).

Section 4 contains a summary and further
discussion of the results and problems for future
research.
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2. EMPIRICAL DATA BASE, METHODS, AND
EVALUATION CRITERIA

This paper-s approach to developing more
effective matching strategies involvea:

1.

2.

3.
4.

A

constructing an empirical data base for
testing procedures;
employing the Fellegi-Sunter model of
record linkage;
defining evaluation criteria; and
refining procedures in response to
empirical results.

suitable data base should have all
duplicates identified and connected to their
respective parents (records used for mailing
purposes) and present problems that are
representative of similar data files (in this
caae, files of businesses). The identification
of al 1 duplicates allows determination of
erroneous nonmatchea during the blocking stage.
Evaluation criteria should be such that they are
suitable for adoption by others performing
research in matching methodologies.

2.1. Creation of a Suitable Empirical Data Base—-—.——.—-—..-——-
The empirical data base consists of 66,000

records of-sellers of petroleum products. It was
constructed from 11 EIA lists and 47 State and
industry lists containing 176,000 records.
Easily identified duplicates having essentially
similar NAMEand ADDRESS fields were deleted when
the melded file waa reduced from 176,000 to
66,000 records.

The data base contains 54,850 records
identified as headquarters or parents (records-——
used for mailing purposes); 3,050 records
identified as duplicate= (records having names
and addresses similar to their parents-); and
8,511 records identified as associates (records
such aa subsidiaries and branches that have names
andjor addresses different from their parents-).

Duplicates were identified primarily through
elementary computer-assisted techniques ( see
Winkler, 1984a); associates were identified
through surveying and call-backs. Our evaluation
will only consider how well various strategies

perform in matching duplicates with headquarters.
The presence of unidentified associates, however,
can cause falsely higher error rates (see section
2.3.1).

2.1.1. General~plicability of Results—- -— -
Procedures developed for dealing w~~fi problems

in the main empirical data base would be
generally applicable to most EIA systems because
the data base:

1.

2.

3.

ia larger than any other master frame file
in EIA;
is involved with retail sales-- such frames
are often more difficult to work with than
files of individuals or files of headquarter
addresses of large corporations; and
had greater formatting and spelling
standardization difficulties-- it waa
constructed from many more sources than any
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other EIA frame.

Because the main empirical date base is
constructed from many different lists and
contains many records associated with retailera,
results should be representative of the
difficulties encountered with similarly
constructed, non-energy files of businesses.

2.1.2. Z!!QE!3 sPe~liw Standardization
The original spelling standardization software

contained two basic loops. The first replaced
most punctuation with blanks and deleted multiple
blanks within a field. The second used lookup
tablea to replace a given spelling of a word with
a standardized spelling or abbreviation. Blanks
were generally used to delimit words within
fields.

Spelling atandarization software was updated
in two ways. First, the logic of the processing
was enhanced to cause changes in character
strings that are not easily updated because they
contain embedded punctuation or blanks. For
instance, “-S”’ ia replaced by “S”’ and ““MC NEELY”’

by ‘“MCNEELY.”
Second, standardization tables were updated

with a very large number of spelling variations
of words such aa ‘COMPANY,” ‘DISTRIBUTOR, ‘
‘SERVICE,- and “CORPORATION.” The key to
systematically identifying such Spellfng
variations was a program that created an
alphabetic listing and frequency count of every
word in a prespecified field such as NAME or
STREET ADDRESS. As more than 90 percent of
keypunch errors occur after the first character
(ace e.g., Pollock and Zamora, 1984), most
spelling variations of commonly occurring words
in the empirical data base have probably been
identified.

2.1.3. Identification of Subfields——-—.——
The identification of subfields was done in

two stages. In the first, ZIPSTAN software (U.S.
Dept. of Commerce, 1978b) was used to process the

STREET ADDRESS field. Although the Census Bureau
uses a UNIVAC computer system, we were able to
obtain an unsupported version of ZIPSTAN that had
been created for use on IBM systems.

The basic idea of ZIPSTAN waa to identify key
subfields of the STREET ADDRESS field for files
of individuals. Although ZIPSTAN assumes that
the street address begins with a numeric word,
which is the usual situation in the files of
individuals for which ZIPSTAN waa designed, it is
able to process other types of street addresa
subfields that typically occur in files of
establishments or businesses.

Although ZIPSTAN provided warning messages for
18 percent of the 66,410 records in the empirical
data base, it was still helpful for most cases.
Warning messages consisted of ‘MISSING STATE
NAMES- (records associated with non-US postal
addresses), “PLACE NAMES CONVERTED- (minor
conversion of the city field), ‘STREET NAMES
CONVERTED” (minor conversion of the street name),
“SYNTAX CONVERSION. (conversion of unacceptable
patterns of word characteristics) , and ‘POST
OFFICE BOXES” (containing PO BOX).

The following examples show aome
repreaentative EIA records before and after
ZIPSTAN processing.



Before ZIPSTAN

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

EXCH ST
HWY17S
1435 BANKOF THE
2837 ROE BLVD
MAIN & ELM STS
CORNER OF MAIN & ELN
100 N COURT SQ
100 COURT SQ SUITE 167
2589 WILLIAMS DR APT 6
15 RAILROAD AVE
2ND AVE HWY 10 W
MAIN ST
184 N DU FONT PKWY
1230 16TH ST
BOX 480

After ZIPSTAN

Pre- suf-
No. House fixes Street Name fixes

No. 12 12
Unit

1.
2.
3. 1435
4. 2837
5.
6.
7. 100
8. 100
9. 2589

10. 15
11.
12.
13. 184
14. 1230
15. 480

EXCH ST
HW 17TH s

BANK OF THE
ROE BL
MAIN EIAl ST%
CORNER OF MAIN ELM

N COURT SQ
CT SQ *** NO NAME *** RM 167

WILLIAMS DR AP 6
WiILROAD AV
2ND AVHW 10
MAIN ST

N DU FONT Pw
16TH ST
*PO BOX*

ZIPSTAN is able to identify accurately
subfields In 13 of 15 cases. The two exceptions
are cases 2 and 8. In case 2, “HWY” is moved to
a prefix position and -17- is placed in the
STREET NAME position. In case 8, ‘COURT,- the
street name, is placed in a prefix location.

Although ZIPSTAN accurately identifies the
subfields associated with intersections (cases 5,
6, and 11), such identification may not allow
accurate delineation of duplicates in comparisons
of various lists. Some lists may contain STREET
ADDRESSes in the following forms, none of which
can be readily comparable with the forms in
examples 5, 6, and 11.

5. 34 Main St
5. Elm and Main Streets
11. Hwy 10 W
11. 7456 Richmond Hwy
In the second stage of subfield

identification, the following words in the NANE
field were identified:

KEYWORD1 Largest word in NAME field
KEYWORD2 2nd largest word in W field

(ties broken by alpha sort)
CON Concatenation of initials
The above three subfields were used for

comparison purposes because the NAME field in
lists of businesses generally does not contain
words such as SURNAMEand FIRST NAME that are
present in files of individuals. Based on a
sample of 1000 records, an upper bound of 27
percent at the 95 percent confidence level is
placed on the number of records containing a word
that could be identified as SURNAME.

The identification of SURNAMES was not
performed for three reasons: (1) it is difficult
to develop software that accurately identifies
records that contain SURNAME (see U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, 1979); (2) it ia difficult develop
software to identify SURNAMES within the WANE
field (e.g., PAUL ROBERT or ROBERT PAUL- which is
the SURNANE?); and (3) the small number of
records to be compared and containing surnames
was not sufficient to justify such a development
effort.

The following provides examples of legitimate
variations associated with NAME field of one
company;

J K Smith Co
Smith Jonathon K
Smith Fuel Service Co
J K Smith Exxon Fuel Service
J K S Fuel

Fellegi and Sunter (1969, pp. 1193-1194)
provide an explicit theoretical model for how
much such legitimate spelling variations decrease
the accuracy with which matches and nonmatches
are delineated. Coulter (1977) provides an
empirical example of the decrease based on a
simulation.

Identifying and comparing the largest words in
the NAM8 field are only performed after spelling
standardization andfor abbreviation so’that the
chance of designating large words with little
distinguishing power is minimized.

For instance, if a character string such as
‘DISTRIBUTOR” appeared in the name field, it
would likely be the longest word. Replacing the
various spellings of “DlSTRIBUTOR- with an
abbreviation such as ‘DSTR- either allows it to
be deleted so that it is not considered by the
keyword-identification program or allows longer
words with pcssibly more distinguishing power to
be identified.

Although methods of identifying subfields
might be considered results, we are primarily
concerned with how their identification affects
the efficacy of various matching procedures.
Consequently, the identification can be
considered a preprocessing step ( see e.g.,
Winkler, 1985) that is used in creating the data
base used in evaluations.

2.1.4. Completeness of Identification of—.-.——-.— —-_——
!!s@@+E.s=

It is likely that few, if any, additional
erroneous nonmatches of duplicates are present in
the empirical data base for three reasons.
First, no additional duplicates were identified
in the set of headquarters records during a
manual review of all 1,500 records in a random
sample of 3-digit ZIP codes. Second, no
additional duplicates were identified during a
review of a sample of 20 pages (each containing
60 records) in a listing that was ordered
alphabetically using the NAME field. Third, no
additional duplicate were identified during the
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discrimination stage (section 3.2).
Without further manual followup, it is

impossible to determine how many unidentified
asaociate records are in the set of headquarters
records. It is unlikely that surveying and
callbacks--because they were first-time
efforta --would have been able to identify them
all.

Even if more associates are identified, the
results of matching duplicates against
headquarter will not be aerioualy affected. The
main effect of identifying more associates will
be to lower the estimated rates of erroneous
matches. Some duplicates are now matched to
headquarters that are not identified as their
parent and that are actually associates of the
duplicates” parents. Each such match is
presently counted as an erroneous match.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. The Formal Probabilistic Model——---————z
The Fellegi-Sunter model (1969) usea an

information-theoretic approach embodying
principles first used in practice by Newcombe
(Newcombe et al., 1959). For a review of
existing techniques and their relationship to
classical information theory see Xirkendall
(1985).

In the Fellegi-Sunter model, agreements on
characteristics such as SURNAMBor ZIP code are
assumed to be more common among truly matched
pairs than among erroneously matched or unblocked
pairs. In practice, specific binit weighta of
agreement (or disagreement) are computed by,

W = log A/B
2

where

A= the proportion of a particular agreement (or
disagre~ment) defined as specifi~ally as one
wishes among matched pairs, and

B= the corresponding proportion of the same
agreement (or disagreement) among pairs that
are rejected as matches.

The following table will help us to understand
more specifically the computation of weights.

Table 1: Counts of True State of Affairs

Specified Match Nonmatch
Characteristic

Agree a b

Disagree c d

If we wish to compute the weight associated
with agreement on a specified characteristic,
then we take A=a/(a+c) and B=b/(btd); for
disagreement, we take A=c/(a+c) and B=d/(b+d).

For each detailed comparison of a pair of
records, the weights for appropriate agreement
and disagreements are added together, and the
total weight, TWT, ia used to indicate the degree

of assurance that the pair relates to the same
entity. The procedure asaumea that weighta
associated with individual agreements or
disagreements are uncorrelated with each other
(at least conditionally, see e.g., Fellegi and
Sunter, 1969, p. 1190).

Cutoffs UPPER and LOWER are chosen (using
empirical knowledge or educated gueasea) and the
following decision rule Ls used:

If TWT > UPPER, then designate pair aa a
match.
If LOWER <= TWT <= UPPER, then hold for manual
review.

If TNT < LOWER, then designate pair as a
nonmatch.

Given fixed upper bounds on the percentages of
erroneous nonmatches having TWT < LOWER and of
erroneous matches having TWT > UPPER, Fellegi and
Sunter (1969, p. 1187) show that their procedure
is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the
size of the manual review region.

In some caaes, either looking at disjoint
subsets of the aet of blocked pairs and/or
increasing or decreasing individual weights used
in computing the total weight, TWT, can improve
the efficacy of the above decision rule. For
instance, among a set of records that are blocked
into paira using the first six characters of the
STREET field, individual weights associated with
agreement and disagreements on characteristic
of the NAME field might be increased and
decreaaed, respectively.

A procedure that usea individual weights, that
have been varied in order to achieve greater
accuracy in the set of pairs designated as
matches and nonmatches andfor a reduction in the
set of records held for manual review, will be
referred to as a modified information-theoretic
procedure. An unmodified procedure will be
referred to as the basic information-theoretic
procedure.

2.2.2. Specific ~eight Computation
In addition to individual ~ights computed

using the subfields HOUSE NUMBER, PfiFIX, SiRBET
NAME, SUFFIX, UNIT DESIGNATOR, XEYWORD1,
XEYWORD2, and CO given in section 2.1.3, the
following subfielda were used in computing
individual weights:

Field
I

Subfield Columns
I

Designated as

NAME 14,5-10,11-20,21-30 Nl,N2,N3,N4
STREET 1-6,7-15,16-30 S1,S2,S3
z 1P 1-3,4-5 Z1,Z2
CITY 1-5,6-10,11-15 C1,C2,C3
STATE 1-2
TELEPHONE 1-3,4-6,7-LO T1,T2,T3
WL-NAME 1/ 1-4,5-10,11-20,21-30 w1,W2,W3,W4

~/ Sort words in NAME field by decreasing
order of wordlength. Break tiea with alpha
sort.

Generally, corresponding subfields were used
in computing individual weights. The exceptions
were comparison of the first and second keyworda
(section 2.1.3) in the NAME field.

It is important to note that if any weight
associated with a given SORT XEY, say TEL8PHONE,
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used in blocking is computed only for records
within the subset of pairs having the SORT KEY
agreeing, then the comparison has no
discriminating power and the resulting weight is
zero. If, however, a weight is computed for a
ccaparison of a SORT KEY within a subset of pairs
which do not all agree on the SORT KEY, then the
weight could be nonzero. Also, it is intuitive
that some of the comparisons, say of the above
defined subfields of the NAME and KEYWORDs
(section 2.1.3) may not be independent.

2.2.3. Variances
As the tru~fi and falsehood of matches in the

set of blocked pairs were known for the
evaluation files, estimated error rates and their
variances were obtai~ed using multiple samples.

The basic procedure was to draw samples of
equal size, compute cutoff weights using each
sample (based on at most 2 percent of nonmatches
being classified as matches and at most 3 percent
of matches being classified as nonmatches) , use
each pair of cutoff weights on the entire data
base to determine overall error rates, and
compute the variances of the cutoff weights and
the overall error rates over the set of samples.

The multiple imputation procedure of Rubin
(1978) has been used for evaluating the effects
of different methods of imputing for missing data
but is applicable in our situation. Multiple
imputation entails obtaining several estimates
using different samples and then computing the
mean and variance over samples. In using Rubin”s
procedure, we sample without replacement.

The key difference from Efron”s bootstrap is
that sampling is performed with replacement. Our
application corresponds almost exactly to the
first example in the paper of Efron and Gong
(1983).

2.2.4. The Independence Assumption--——--——--
Fellegi and Sunter (1969, pp. 1189-90) state

that the independence assumption for the
comparisons of information contained in different
subfields is crucial to their theory but that the
independence assumption may not be crucial in
practice. They note that obtaining total weights
having a probabilistic interpretation only
necessitates that comparisons be conditionally
independent. The conditioning must be consistent
with the way total weights are computed.

There are several practical difficulties with
testing their independence assumption. First, it
must be tested separately for matches and
nonmatches. Newcombe and Kennedy (1962) provide
a method of approximating the weights for
nonmatches and show that accurately approximating
the weights for matches is difficult. The chief
reason is that the number of nonmatches ia close
to the number of pairs in the cross product of
two files A and B while matches represent a
relatively small subset (of all pairs) having
specific characteristics.

Second, the weights of nonmatches and matches
may vary substantially depending on what blocking
criteria are used. If, say, four independent
criteria are used, then it might be necessary to
examine as many as 15 (2**4-1) mutually exclusive
subsets of the set of blocked pairs (see sections
3.1 and 3.2).

Third, the collection of the information
necessary for contingency table analyses is

difficult because we have no strong control over
sampling design (Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland,
1975, pp. 36-39). Even with moderately large
samples, some of the subsets determined by

blocking criteria may be too small for adequate
analy”sis of the conditional independence of two
variables given two or more variables because of
the number of marginal constraints that are zero
(see section 3.2.8).

Fourth, if many different subfields and/or
different means of comparing them are considered
(we will consider 30; Newcombe and Kennedy,
(1962, p. 566), considered 200), then modelling
the conditional relationshipa using contingency
table techniques (Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland,
1975) can be cumbersome.

Even if dependencies occur, it may be possible
to vary weights associated with individual
comparisons (i.e., steepest ascent, see e.g.,
Cochran and Cox, 1957, pp. 357-369) to determine
whether the efficacy of the overall weighting
procedures can be improved, Our specific
steepest ascent method generally involved
choosing a few individual weights in disjoint
subseta determined by blocking criteria (sections
3.1 and 3.2) and varying them by+l- 0.5.

It is important to note that modifications to
individual weights may be heavily dependent on
the subsets determined by the blocking criteria.

2.3. Criteria for Evaluation————--———

2.3.1. Type I and II Errors

A Type I er~~r=-an erroneous nonmatch and a
——-

~1 error is an erroneous match. The Type I
rate ia U/D*100 where U is the number of

erroneous nonmatches and D is the number of
matches. The Type II error rate is F/M*100 where
M is the number of pairs designated as matches
and F is the number of erroneous matches.

As duplicates unmatched during the blocking
stage are considerably more difficult to identify
than false matches during the discrimination
stage, the primary emphasis in developing a new
strategy was minimizing Type I errors during the
blocking stage before minimizing Type II and Type
I errors during the discrimination stage.

It is important to note that if a pair of
files haa no erroneous nonmatches, then any
matching strategy applied will yield either no
pairs during the blocking stage or a Type I error
rate of O percent and a Type 11 error rate of 100
percent. Because the empirical data base is
relatively free of duplicates (as a result of
reducing the empirical database from 176,000 to
66,000 records), application of any matchi~
strategy will produce relatively high Type I
error rates during the blocking stage.

As we are primarily concerned with evaluating
methodologies for accurately matching pairs that
are not readily matched using elementary
comparisons (e.g., having major portions of key
fields agreeing exactly), the iata base of 66,000
records is more suitable for use than the
original aet of 176,000 records.

2.3.2. Overall Rate of Duplication_————
The number of erroneous nonmatches as a

percentage of the total number of records in a
file is also an important evaluation criteria.
We define the overall rate of duplication as
Q/(X+Q)*100 where Q is the number of erroneous
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IIOOmatCheS and X is the number of parent records.

This additional evaluation criteria la
important because the Type 11 error rate criteria
will not provide a measure of how free of
duplicates a file is. The Type 11 error rate
doea not work well because, as the n~ber of
matches, D, in a file decreasea, the Type I error
rate (u/D*100, where U ia the number of erroneous
nonmatchea) will necessarily increase.

In the analysis of the empirical data base, D
is held constant so that the comparative
advantages of various strategies can be assesaed
Using Type I error rates. The overall rate of
duplication will not Work well for these
comparative evaluations because it is too
dependent on the nuber of parent records, X,
which does not change. That ia, if U1 and U2 are
the numbers of erroneous nonmatches under two
matching strategies and Ul~2<~, then U1/(Ul+X)
and U2/(U2+X) are approximately equal.

2.3.3. bmount of Manual Review———--.—-—---
The amount of manual review is a critical

feature in any matching procedure because manual
review is both time-consuming and expensive. If
one procedure requires one half as much manual
review aa another, yields Type I error ratea that
are only somewhat higher than the other, and
yields similar rates of erroneous nonmatchea
(section 2.3.2), then there is strong
justification for adopting the procedure
requiring less manual review.

3. RESULTS USING THB EMPIRICAL DATA BASE

Results of the empirical analysea for the
blocking stage and the discrimination stage are
presented in sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.

3.1. Comparison of Sets of Blocking Strate@_e~—-—— ______
The following five criteria were used for

blocking filea into sets of linked pairs used in
the discrimination’ atage. The aet of five
criteria were developed by comparing a large
number of criteria. If the upper bound on the
overall rate of erroneous matchea during the
blocking stage ia aet at 65 percent, then this
set of five gave the largeat overall reduction in
erroneous nonmatches (see Winkler, 1984a).

BLOCKING CRITERIA

1. 3 digits ZIP, 4 characters NAME
2. 5 digits ZIP, 6 characters STREET
3. 10 digits TELEPHONE
4. Word length sort W field, then uae 1. *
5. 10 characters NAME

* This criterion also has a deletion stage
which prevents matching on commonly
occurring words such as ‘OIL,- “FUEL,-
“CORP ,- and “DISTRIBUTOR.-

3.1.1. Type I and 11 Error Rat~~_by Individual
Blocking Criteria

—
—-—--—_-

Table 2 presents counts and ratea of matches,
erroneous matches, and erroneous nonmatches for
each of the five matching criteria given above.

As we can ace, no single criterion providea a
significant reduction in the rate of erroneous
nonmatches. The best is criterion 4 (wordlength

sort) which leavea 702 (23 percent) duplicates
unlinked. The reason criteron 4 works best is
that the NAME field does not have subfields
(generally words) that are in fixed order or in
fixed locations. Consequently, criterion 4 links
NAME fields from headquarters and duplicate
having the following form:

John K Smith
Smith J K CO

Criterion 3 (TELEPHONE) provides the lowest
rate 8.7 percent (186/(186+1952)) of arroneoua
matchea and the second best rate 34.7 percent
(1057/3050) of erroneous nonmatches. Criterion 5
(10 character of the NAME) provides both tha
worst rate of erroneous matches, 58.6 percent
(1259/1259+889)), and the worst rate of erroneous
nonmatches, 63.3 percent (1932/3050).

Table 2: Ratea of Matches, Erroneous Matches,
and Erroneous Nonmatchea by Blocking
Criteria

lLink with[Link withl Not I Actual

1 1460 727
(66.8)

2 1894 401
(82.5)

3 1952 186
(91.3)

4 2261 555
(80.3)

5 763 4534
(14.4)

1387
(45.5)

1073
(35.2)

1057
(34.7)

702
(23.0)

1902
(62.4)

3050

3050

3050

3050

3050

I_/ Type II error rates are in parentheaea.
2_/ Type I error ratea are in parentheses.

3.1.2. Comparison of Seta of Criteria
In comparing subsets of the five blocki~

criteria, the primary concern ia in reducing the
number of erroneous nonmatchea. The nunber of
matches and erroneous matches in the set of pairs
created in the blocking stage is dealt with
primarily during the discrimination stage.

The comparison takes the form of considering
the incremental reduction in the nwsber of
erroneous nonmatchea aa each individual criteria
iS added. Although criteria 3 and 4 perfotm beat
on the empirical data baae, they are considered
later than criteria 1 and 2.

Criteria 1 and 2 are applicable to all EIA
files becauae all of them have identified NAM
and ADDRESS fields. As many non-EIA source liata
used in updating do not contain telephone
numbers, criterion 3 is not applicable to them.
As a number of EIA lists have conaiatently
formatted NAME fielda, criterion 4 will yield
little, if any, incremental reductions In the
number of erroneous matches during the blocking
stage.
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Table 3: Incremental Decrease in Erroneous Nonmalches and
IncrementalIncreasein Mstches and Erroneous
Matches by Sets of Blocking Criteria

Set of Rate of Erroneous Matches/ Erroneous
Criteria Erroneous Nonmatches/ Incremental Matches/
Used !fonmatchesIncrementalIncrease Incremental

Decrease Increase

1 45.5 13871NA i460/ !iA 727/ NA
1,2 15.1 460/927 249511035 1109/ 289

1,2,3 3.7 l12f348 29081 413 1233/ 124
1,2,3,4 1.3 39/ 73 2991j 83 1494f 261

1 ,2,3,4,5 0.7 22/ 17 3007/ 16 5857/4363

NA- not applicable.

3.1.3. The Preferred Set of Blocking Criteria———
The preferred set

--—.-
of blocking criteria are

criteria 1, 2, 3, and 4. Criterion 5 (10
characters of the NAME) was considered becauae it
yielded the greatest reduction in erroneous
nonmatches of any fifth blocking criteria while
keeping the overall percentage of erroneous
matches below 65 percent.

Criterion 5, however, ia not suitable for
inclusion because it incrementally adds 16
❑ atches and 4363 erroneous matchea while reducing
the number of erroneous nonmatches from 39 to 22.
As the discrimination stage (section 3.2)
delineates matches and nonmatches with an error
rate of 3 percent and 99.6 (4363/4379) of the
incrementally-added paira are false, inclusion of
criterion 5 would yield an overall increase in
the number of erroneous nonmatches.

Blocking 3050 duplicate with 54,850 parents
using the preferred set of blocking criteria
yielded 4485 pairs (2991 matches and 1494
nonmatches) for consideration during the
discrimination stage.

It is important to note that the 39 matches
not identified during the blocking stage are
never again considered. Erroneous matches
created during the blocking stage are considered
during the discrimination stage and still can be
correctly designated. These reasons led to our
emphasis on minimization of Type I errors during
the blocking stage prior to minimization of Type
I and 11 errors during the blocking stage.

3.2. Discrimination
The discrimination stage was divided into two

parts: (1) a part in which 2240 pairs were
designated as matches using an ad hoc decision
rule and (2) a discrimination stage in which the
remaining 2245 pairs were designated as either
matches, erroneous matches, or candidates for
manual review.

The ad hoc decision rule generally consisted
of designating those pairs as matches that had
been connected by two or more blocking criteria.
The exceptions were records connected by 1 and 4,
only (NAME and WL-NAME), and 2 and 3, only
(STREET and TELEPHONE). Slightly more than 98
percent of the 2240 records designated as matches
were actually matches.

Prior to use in the information-theoretic
discrimination procedure, the 2245 remaining
pairs were further divided into four mutually
exclusive classes using the preferred blocking

criteria (section 3.1.3):
Claas 1 (1021 records): Linked by 1, only, and

by 1 and 4, only.
Claas 2 ( 624 records): Linked by 2, only, and

by 2 and 3, only.
Class 3 ( 256 records): Linked by 3, only.
Class 4 ( 344 records): Linked by 4, only.

3.2.1. Overall Results-—---
Table 4 presents a summary of results obtained

during the discrimination stage. It shows that
2148 (96 percent) of 2245 records are classified
as matches or nonmatches and that only 3 percent
(68/2148) of the classified records are
misclassified. Results are based on using the
entire data set for calibration (i.e., obtaining
cutoff weights) and evaluation. Variance results

(section 3.2.6) based on 25 different samples
used for calibration yield cutoff weights and
error rates that are consistent with results in
Table 4.

Two observations are that the cutoff weights
vary substantially across classes and that 100
percent of the records in classes 2 and 4 can be
classified. The varying cutoff weights indicate
that cutoff weights may vary with different types
of addreas lists. Thus , new calibration
information may be needed for each new file
encounted. Calibration information is based on
knowing the actual truth and falaehood of matches
within a representative set of blocked pairs.

Table4: ResultsfromUsinga ModifiedInformation-Theoretic
Model forDelineatingMatchesandErroneousMatches
(3 PercentOverallMisclassificationRate)

Misclassed Total
as Classedas

CutoffWeights Total
class

Total

I

WatchClassedRecords
LOWER UPPER Match Mstch

1 4.5 7.5 28 8 692 274 966 1021
2 2.5 2.5 5 3 379 2h5 624 624
3 -0.5 4.5 5 6 104
4

110 214 256
8.5 8.5 9 .4 266 78 344 344

Totals 47 21 L441 707 2148 2245

The largest group of misclassified records are
those erroneous matches that have the same
address and phone number aa the headquarters”
records. For example:

(a) Apex Oil 222 Columbia St NE Salem

OR 97303 503/588-0455
Jones Co 222 Columbia St N E Salem

OR 97303 503/588-0455
(b) AAOil Main St Smallsville TX

77103 713/643-2121
Smith J K Co Main St Smallsville TX

77103 713/643-2121

Example (a) repreaents two different companiea
located in the same office building. Example (b)
represents two different fuel oil dealers, one of
which has gone out-of-business.

Misclassified matches (erroneous nonmatches)
generally had typographical differences or
missing data in a number of subfields, as in the
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examples below:

(c) Smith Oil
Hardsburg

Smith J K
Hardsburg

(d) Mcneely R
MPLS

R Mcden Neely
St Louis Par

W 31st St N Church St
PA 18207 713/643-2121

N Church St
PA 18207 missing

3312-14 Harris Ave
14N 55246 612/929-6677

3312 Harris Ave
NN 55246 612/929-6677

Example (c) has a minor variation in the NAME
field, a major variation in the STREET field, and
a missing TELEPHONE field. Example (d) has major
variations in the NAME field and CITY fields and
a minor variation in the STREET field.

3.2.2. Improvement Due to New Spelling
Standardization

The ~rxnt due to the new sDsllinx
standardiza~ion waa quite minor as the reeults in
Figures 1 and 2 show. Figures 1 and 2 represent
plots of the numbers of matches and nonmatches
against total weight using the early and new
spelling standardizations, respectively.

The results are only shown for Class 2
(section 3.2 and section 3.1.3) because records
blocked using STREET ADDRESS only or STREET
ADDRESS and TELEPHONE only are intuitively among
the moat difficult to work with (see examplea in
section 3.2.1). Both figures will be compared
with other figures corresponding to Class 2 that
appear in sections 3.2.2, 3.2.3, and 3.2.4.
Although characteristic resulta for other claases
will be mentioned, no grapha will be presented
for them.

Figures 1 and 2 show the classic patterns in
matches and nonmatches (Newcombe et al., 1959;
Newcombe et al., 1983; Rogot et al., 1983). In
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both figures, the curves of matches almost-.
entirely overlap with the curves of nonmatches.
As the distinguishing power of the weighting
scheme improves, the curves move apart.

3.2.3. Improvement Due to Address Subfield
Identification

Figure 3 is a plot of t~e numbers of matches
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and nonmatches against total weight when the new
spelling standardization and address subfield
identification (section 2.1.3) is used.
Comparison with Figure 2 showa that the subfield
identification yields a moderate improvement
(i.e., the curves of matches and nonmatches
overlap less.)

Although not shown in this paper, examination
of similar sets of plots for other classes,
particularly those blocked using the NAME field,
show less improvement when ~ditional Weights
obtained using the ADDRESS subfields are used.

3.2.4. Improvement Due to Name Subfield
Identification

FiRUre f4 is a ulot of the numbers of matches
and n~nmatches agai~st total weight when the new
spelling standardization and name and address
subfield identification are used (see section
2.1.3 for a list of the subfield). Comparison
with Figure 3 shows that the NAME subfield
identification yields little, if any,
improvement.

Although not shown in this paper, examination
of similar sets of plots for other classes,
particularly those blocked using the NAMS field,
show greater imrmovement when additional weiahts
obtain~d using tie NAMS subfields are used. -
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3.2.5. Improvement Due to Conditioni.~
Figure 5 is a plot of the numbers of matches

and nonmatches against total weight when a
special conditioning (see section 2.2 and section
3.2.8) procedure in addition to the new spelling
standardization and name and address subfield
identification ia used. Comparison with Figure 4
shows that the conditioning yields a substantial
improvement in Class 2. Other classes (not
shown) show slight improvements.
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comparison of Figure 5 with Figures 1 or 2
show the significant improvements obtained using
the modified information-theoretic model that
includes all enhancements.

Table 5 shows the results from using the basic
information-theoretic model that are comparable
to the results in Table 4. The only difference
is that a modified information-theoretic
procedure is used in obtaining Table 4 results.
Overall comparison shows that the modified
information-theoretic procedure performs better
than the basic information-theoretic procedure.

Specifically, comparison of the two tables
shows that the total number of records classified
rises from 1526 (out of 2245) to 2148 while the
overall misclassification rate falls frcm 5
percent to 3 percent.

Comparison of Tables 4 and 5 also shows that
the main difference in the modified and basic
procedures is that the modified procedure allowa
classification of all 624 records in clasa 2
while the basic procedure allows classification
of only 215.

Table 5: Results frca Usina an Information-Theo ret Lc Model
for Oelineatinf-MstchesandErroneous Matches
(5 Percent Ove;allNisclaasificationRate)

Nisclassed Total
aB Classedas

CutoffWeights
class MatchNon- MatchClassedRecords

LOWER

1 0.5 6.5 39 14 674 264 93s 1021
2 -4.5 3.5 2 4 100 115 215 624
3 -4.5 6.5 2 1 55 42 97 256
4 2.5 11.5 11 2 254 46 300 346

Totals 54 21 1055 471 1526 2245
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3.2.6. Variancea
Tables 6. 7. anti 8 Dresent estimates and their. .

coefficients of variation obtained using 25
calibration samples and Rubin”s multiple
imputation technique. For each calibration
sample, the sample sizes in Classes 1, 2, 3, and
4 were 240, 200, 120, and 160, respectively.
Cutoff weights and misclassification rates were
obtained for each sample. Estimates are the
average cutoff weights and average
misclassification rates over 25 replications
(samplea). Variances of the estimates are over
25 replications.

Overall, the reaul ts indicate that the
estimated cutoff weights and misclassification
rates vary significantly from calibration sample
to calibration sample. The variances are
functions of both the sample sizes on each
replication and the number of replications. When
the number of replications was held at 25 and the
sample sizes decreaaed to 120, 100, 80, and 90
for the four classes, estimated coefficients of
variation over 25 replication were approximately
30 percent higher on the average for
misclassified matches and about the same for
misclassified nonmatchea.

The fact that the coefficients of variation
decrease substantially as sample sizes increase
indicates that calibration asmples should be as
large as possible. As the total number of
records considered in these analyses was quite
small, taking substantially larger samples was
not practicable.

Examination of Table 6 shows that the
estimated coefficients of variation associated
with the cutoff weights using the modified
information-theoretic procedure range from 15.3
percent to 99.5 percent; and from 14.3 percent to
115.4 percent with the basic
information-theoretic procedure. The cutoff
weights are consistent with the cutoff weights
given in Table 4 and Table 5. Results in Tables
4 and 5 were obtained using the entire data aet
instead of samples.

Examination of Tables 7 and 8 show that the
misclassification and nonclaasification rates can
vary significantly. Coefficients of variation of
the estimated misclassification rates for the
modified information-theoretic procedure vary
from 33.2 to 109.9; for the basic procedure from
33.8 to 112.9.

Table6: EstimatedCutoffWeightsandTheir Variances
25 Replications,WithandWithoutConditioning

Varianceof Cvs of
Estimated Estimated Estimated

ClassStatusCutoffWeights CutoffWeights CutoffWeights
11—

LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER
I
UPPER

1 c 2.66 7.72 7.02 2.05 99.5 18.5
2 c 1.44 1.44 0.62 0.62 54.9 54.9
3 c -3-39 5.82 8.74 2.08 87.2 24.8
4 c 6.89 1.92 1.11 7.57 15.3 23.1

1 Wc -1.92 8.05 4.90 1.50 115.4 15.2
2 Wc -5.04 4.56 0.52 1.41 14.3 26.1
3 UC -6.38 6.82 1.46 1.66 18.9 18.9
4 Wc 1.71 12.13 3.11 7.56 102.9 22.7

~/ C-Conditioning,WC-WithoutConditioning.

~

cl&ssStatusKecordsMatch N(,zI-

1 c 1021 10.4 27.L 75.2 260.7 647.2 .038 .041
2 c 624 9.7 3.0 0.0 244.0 367.3 .038 .008
3 c 256 3.0 3.5 94.2 85.2 70.0 .034 .048
4 c 344 1.4 10.2 23.5 54.3 254.6 .026 .039

Total 2245 24.5 44.1 ~92.9 644.21338.1.037 .032

1 Uc 1021 8.9 26.2 145.4 237.1 603.3 .036 .042
2 Wc 624 3.8 3.9 450.6 89.4 76.3 .040 .048
3 UC 256 1.6 2.3 178.8 38.1 35.1 .041 .062
Ii UC 344 1.3 9.6 57.7 38.8 236.6 .032 033

Total 2245 15.6 42.0 832.5 403.4951.3 .037 .042

1/ C-Conditioning,WC-WithoutConditioning.

Comparison of the modified and basic weighting
procedures shows that the modified procedure is
able to classify accurately significantly more
records, particularly in claases 2 and 4, than
the basic procedure. The resulta are consistent
with those presented in Tables 4 and 5.

Results obtained using Efron-s bootstrap
imputation with 25, 100, 200, and 500
replications are consistent with the results in
Tables 6, 7 and 8.

3.2.7. Overall Rate of Duplication
The overall rate of duplication (section

2.3.2) is 0.19 percent (100*102/(54850+102))
where the number of headquarters records is
54,850 and an estimated upper bound on the number
of erroneous nonmatches is 102).

The estimated upper bound, 102, on the n~ber
of erroneous nonmatches iS the nmber of matches

Table 8: Coefficients of Variation of Estimated
Counts of Misclassification and
Nonclassification 1/—

25 Replications With and Without Conditioning

Misclassed as
Total Not

Class Status Records Match Non- Classed
2/ Match.

1 c 1021 69.5 47.4 54.7
2 c 624 64.6 81.1 0.0
3 c 256 96.6 84.1 40.9
4 c 344 109.9 33.2 60.8

1 Wc 1021 62.3 42.3 34.0
2 Wc 624 112.9 96.2 9.0
3 Wc 256 106.9 65.5 8.1
4 I.lc 344 99.6 33.8 34.3

~1 Units are percentages.
~1 C-Conditioning, WC-Without

Conditioning.
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that are unblocked plus an upper bound on the the
number that are erroneously classified as
nonmatches during the discrimination stage.
Thirty-nine records (section 3.1.2) are unblocked
using the preferred set of blocking criteria.

The estimated upper bound consists of the sum
of the estimated upper bounds on the numbers of
automatically erroneously matched records in
classea 1-4 and an estimate of the number of
matches that are misclassified during manua 1
rev Lew. The upper bounds at the 95 percent
confidence level in classes 1-4 (using the
estimates in Tables 7 and 8) are 24.9, 22.2, 8.9,
and 4.5, respectively.

We assume that two percent of the estimated
124.3 matches in the estimated aet of 192.9
records (see Tablee 7 and 8) will be misclassed
during manual review. This yielde that 2.5
metchea will be misclassed as nonmatches.

Thus, the upper bound is 102
(=39+24.9+22.2+8.9+4.5+2.5).

3.2.8. The Independence Assumption
Independence noes not hold.of comparison

This is shown by the significant variation of the
lower and upper cutoff weights acroas Claesee 1
thru 4 in Tables 4, 5 and 6. If the comparisons
were independent, then individual weights and
cutoffs for the total weights would be reasonably
coneiatent across clasees. Individual weights
(not shown) vary more than the cutoff weights
across classea.

Independence of interactions within classee is
illustrated by Tables 9 and 10. They chow the
two-way itiependence of the interactl.ona of some
of the aubfields given in section 2.1.3 for
aubfields that ere generally not connected and

Table 9: Independence of Two-Way Interactions
for Selected Subfielda that are
Generally Not Connected with Blocking
Characteriatica, By Class &/

K11 Ill K22/H K1l/SN K22/sN

1 yes yes no ~j no ~1

2NANA yes yes

3 no ~f no ~j no ~/ yea

4 yes yea yea yea

NA- not applicable because one of two
variablee ia baaically the same as a
blocking characteristic due to small sample
size.

Kii is the comparison of KEYWORDI with
KEYWORDi, for 1=1, 2; H ia comparison
of HOUSE NUMSERwith HOUSE NUMBER;
SN ia the comparison of STREET NANE
with STREET NAMB.
Independent when H ia included in a
3way contingency table analysie.
Independent when Kll is included.
Independent when K22 is included.

and

Table 10: Independenceof Two-WayInteractionsfor
SelectedSubfieldsthatare SomewhatConnected
withBlockingCharacteristics,By Class

class Wlls; wl/s2 wl/s3 W21S1 w2/s2 w21S3 w3/sl w31S2 W31S3

1 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

2 NA yes yes NA yes yes 3.4 yes yes

3 no~l n02_lno~l 11 o&/no 21 no~l no 51 no~l no 1/— — .

4 NA NA NA yes no 1/ no 1/ no 21 no 1/yes _ _ _ _

A ~j no no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

NA- not applicable because one of two variables is usedas
a blocki~ characteristic.

IndependentwhenS2 is includedin a 3-uaycontingency
tableanalysis.
IndependentwhenS1 is included.
IndependentwhenW2 is included.
IndependentwhenW3 is included.
IndependentwhenS3 is included.
Aggregateof Clasaes1-6.

somewhat connected with blocking characteristic
respectively. The variables used in the
comparisons were defined in sections 2.1.3 and
2.2.2, respectively.

The Fellegi-Sunter model (1969, pp. 1189-1190)
does not require full independence of
interaction. It only requires that interactions
be conditionally independent.

In over half the entriee in Tables 9 and 10,
the two-way interactions are independent
unconditionally at the 95 percent confidence
level and the hierarchical principle (Bishop,
Fienberg, and Holland, 1975) assures that all
such two-way interactions are always
conditionally independent. In all cases in which
two-way interactions are not unconditionally
independent, a third variable was found so that
the two-way interactions were independent at the
95 percent confidence level given the third
variable.

It ia important to note two points. First,
some of the Interaction of variablea (not
presented in the tables) such as H and S1 or W1
and Kll are often not independent unconditionally
and it aeema likely that they will generally not
be independent conditionally. Second, building a
precise model, by mutually exclusive clasa, in
which only the minimal eet of variables necessary
for effective discrimination is included, and
which precisely models the conditional
relationships, is likely to be difficult and
heavily dependent on the empirical data base
used.

What we attempted to do in our approach waa to
find a superset of the minimal set of variables
needed for effective discrimination; apply them
all in creating the weights for each class;
perform minimal modification in the baeic
procedures for creating the weights; and show
that the failure of the Independence assumption
ie not too crucial.
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4. CONCLUSIONSAND FUTUREWORK

This section contains a brief summary of the
results of this paper, a discussion of how the
results relate to previous applied work and
existing theory, and a set of problems for future
research.

4.1. Summary————.
The results of this paper imply that the keys

to delineating matches and nonmatches accurately
are: (1) good spelling standardization and (2)
accurate identification of corresponding
subfields. They also imply that the independence
assumption, required by the information-theoretic
model of Fellegi and Sunter (1969), is not
critical in practical applications of the type
performed in this paper.

A key advantage of the Fellegi-Sunter approach
is that it 1 ends itself to incremental
improvements, as knowledge of both file
properties and data manipulation techniques (via
software) increase.

4.2. Further Discussion of Results. ..———.--.--—————--

4.2.1. Independent Application of Multiple—---..—-—— ________________
i!locti~ Criteria——-—-——

Newcombe~t al. (1962, pp. 563-564) provide an
example of applying multiple blocking criteria
independently. They blocked first on surname and
then on maiden name in files of individuals used
for epidemiological research. In their study of
a special sample of 3560 matches (linkages in
their terminology), 98.4 percent (3504) were
obtained using SOUNDEX coding of surname and an
additional 1.4 percent (to a total 99.8 percent)
were obtained using SOUNDEX coding of maiden
surname. The increase in the total number of
pairs considered for review when the second
blocking criterion was used was 100 percent.

The results of section 3.1 show that, within
the set of criteria considered, no single
blocking criterion can yield a subset of pairs
containing 8Cl percent of matches and no two can
yield subseta containing 90 percent. The work of
Winkler (1984a,b) provides a considerably more
exhaustive study of blocking criteria and shows
how the set of criteria used in this study work
reasonably well on two additional sets of files.

Kelley (1985) provides a theoretical
foundation for the simultaneous consideration of
several subfields which is consistent with the
Fellegi-Sunter model. In hypothetical examples,
he shows how best to apply simultaneously first
name, surname, and sex as blocking criteria.
Section 3.1 results show that criterion 5, 10
characters of the NAME, does not perform well
(62.4 percent of matches are not blocked and only
14.4 percent of the blocked pairs are matches)
while criterion 1, 3 digits of the ZIP and 4
characters of the NAM.E, performs considerably
better (45.5 percent of matches unblocked and
66.8 percent of the blocked pairs are matches).
Thus, our results serve as partial corroboration
of Kelley-s results.

It seems likely that independent application
of multiple blocking criteria such as done in
this paper will be necessary to identify matches
in other files of businesses. ~is is primarily
due to lack of identifiers such aa surnames.

4“2”2”E.P2!.LC%LYSY!!TIEZSL!!:
The comparison of Figurea 1 and 2 in section

3.2.2 showed that improved spelling
atandardization of commonly occurring words did
not yield any dramatic improvement in the ability
to distinguish matches and nonmatches. Results
for other classea (not shown) were similar. The
results, however, may not be representative
because the files had already been standardized
using a somewhat more elementary set of tables.
It is possible that improvements could be more
dramatic when results using totally
unstandardized files are compared with results
using well standardized files.

Additionally, consistent spelling of commonly
occurring words can allow their identification;
thus , making it eaaier to identify other
subfields having greater disthguiahi.ng power.

4.2.3. Subfield Identification———-—_——___
Section 3.2 results (particularly Figures 2-4)

showed improvements in the Fellegi-Sunter
weighting procedure-s ability to delineate
accurately matches and nonmatches and reduce the
size of the manual review region. The
improvements were due to the identification of
aubfields in the NAME and STREET fields using
ZIPSTAN and KEYWORDsoftware, respectively.

The improvements using ZIPSTAN in classes 1
and 4 (not shown) were quite substantial. They
were, however, not as dramatic as the
improvements in classes 2 and 3 when conditioning
procedures were used.

The results basically show ua that it may be
possible to delineate and compare subfields
(particularly within the NAME field) that yield
greater distinguishing power. In particular, if
such comparable subfields are distinguished, then
string comparator metrics (see e.g., Winkler,
1985) which allow assignment of weights of
partial agreement between stringa (rather than
just l-agree and O-disagree) could be used to
deal with subfields containing minor
keypunch/transcription errors.

4.2.4. Independence, Conditioning——- , and Steepest
Ascent

The results in section 3.2 (particularly
subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2.8) show that the
comparison of characteristics of varioua
subfields are generally not independent. Fellegi
and Sunter (1969, p. 1191) indicate that their
weighting scheme may work well in practice even
when the independence assumption is not met.

In an early analyais (not shown), weights were
computed uniformly over all pairs within the set
of blocked pairs, rather than separately in the
four subclasses. Analyses similar to those in
section 3.2 (particularly, using figures like
Figures 1-5) showed that weights computed
uniformly did not have aa much distinguishing
power. In particular, the curves of nonmatches
and matches never moved as far apart as the
curves moved apart in Figure 5. Results (not
shown) for other classes used in this paper were
quite similar to those in Figures 1-5.

We can conclude that, at leaat in our example,
dependence of comparisons leads to less
discriminating power. We should note, however,
that a large number of comparisons were
performed, some of which are likely not to .be
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independent conditionally. It may be possible all caaes, the distinguishi~ power remained

.

that- subsets of the comparisons (they are likely
to vary significantly from class to class) may be
created in which the comparisons are
conditionally independent. For such subsets,
however, it is not clear whether the overall
discriminating power will increase.

It is important to note that, for those
procedures in which only one blocking criterion
is used (such as blocking on SOUNDEXabbreviation
of surname in files of individuals), it may be
possible to compute weights uniformly over the
entire set of blocked pairs. The four classes
which we considered were created using the
preferred set of four blocking criteria. Thus ,
our weight creation scheme is conditional on the
set of blocking criteria.

The conditioning argumenta in this paper
consisted primarily of the subdivision of the set
of blocked pairs into four classes based on the
four blocking criteria and steepest ascent
methods of weight variation. Both procedures are
cumbersome to apply, the second particularly so .
It may be possible to produce some algorithm for
conditioning or some other method which allows a
systematic approach to conditioning. Bishop,
Fienberg, and Holland (1975, Chapter 11) provide
a useful discussion of the difficulties with some
of the meaaures of association that have been
developed.

4.2.5. Legitimate Representation Differences and—..-.——-_——--
Keypunch/Transcription Error..———---—-

Fellegi and Sunter (1969, pp. 1193-1194)
provided a specific model which incorporate
error rates associated with legitimate
representation differences of the same entity
(see e.g., the name variations in section 2.1.3)
andjor keypunch/transcription error. Their
results (see also Coulter, 1977; Kirkendall,
1985) show that, in the presence of such errors,
agreement weights remain approximately the same
as agreement weights in the absence of such
errors, while disagreement weights (which are
generally negative) increase. The results have
substantial intuitive appeal.

Review of figures like Figures 1-5 for classes
1, 3, and 4 (not shown) and examination of pairs
that are either misclassified or not classified
in all 4 classes indicate that keypunch error
plays a substantially greater role Ln classes 1

and 3 than in classes 2 and 4. The results are
consistent with Table 4 results in which all
records in classes 2 and 4 are classified (none
held for manual review) while a moderate number
of records in classes 1 and 3 (55 of 1021 and 42
of 256, respectively) are held for manual review.

A partiai explanation of the differences is
that classes 1 and 3 contain a moderate number of
pairs of records having substantial variations in
the NAME andlor STREET fields while classes 2 and
4 do not. In class 1, many keypunch errors occur
after the first four characters of the NM.

Being able to block on TELEPHONE (class 3),
allows significant reduction in the number of

erroneous nonmatched because so many

kevmnch/transcriptions can occur in the NAME and
ST~kET fields (se: also Winkler, 1984a).

An additional series of steepest
variations were performed in classes 1 and

ascent
3. In

constant or became “ - “slightly worse. In some
casess grapha such aa given by Figure 5 contained
curves of nonmatches and matches for which the
humps moved apart but for which the manual review
region remained constant or increased in height.
Thus, it seems unlikely that more conditioning in
the form presented in this paper will improve
procedures. Rather, it seems likely that
improvements will depend more on better
identification and comparison of subfields.

4.2.6. Adaptability of the Fellegi-Sunter—.-.—-——_
Procedures———

Newcombe et al. (1959, 1962) first showed that
the basic weighting procedure as presented in
Fellegi and Sunter (1969) could be improved by
adapting it to make use of additional comparative
information. Figures 1-5 in this paper
illustrate successive improvements which can be
obtained using spelling standardization,
additional comparisons of subfields of the NAME
and STREET fields, and conditioning argumenta.

Further improvements seem likely. They can be
obtained using techniques that are already
available. For instance, Statistics Canada
(1982) has developed sophisticated methods of
delineating subfielda within the NAME field for
uae on the Canadian Business Register.
Identifying subfields as Statistics Canada has
done could allow a number of less sophisticated
comparison (such aa firat four characters and
next six characters of the NAME field) to be
dropped and discriminating power to increase.
ZIPSTAN software (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1978b)
yielded subfields of the STREET field which
provided increased discriminating power.

Use of frequency counts of the occurrence of
substrings (e.g., Zabrinsky occurs less often and
has more distinguishing power than Smith) could
be incorporated in matching lists of businesses.
Presently, such matching using frequency counts
is applied to lists of individuals (e.g., U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture, 1979; Us. Dept. of
Commerce, 1978a). The theoretical justification
for procedures using frequency-based matchiqg are
explicitly described by Fellegi and Sunter (1969,
pp. 1193-1194).

Use of frequency-based matching involves use
of lookup tables for obtaining weights associated
with individual comparisons. Such lookups can be
performed efficiently using K-D trees (Friedman,
Bentley, and Finkel, 1977). EM presently uses
K-D trees for search of lookup tables during
spelling standardization.

String comparator metrics (see e.g., Winkler,
1985) allowing comparison of strings containing
minor keypunch errors could also be used in
adapting the weighting procedures.

4.3. Problems Remaining—-—
Effective evaluation of the efficacy of

various matching procedures requires having a
representative data base in which matches and
nonmatches have been identified and tracked.
Such data bases can be created during list
updating projects and
incremental improvements
made (see e.g., Coulter
Smith et al., 1983).

are necessary if
in procedures are to be

and Mergerson, 1977;
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Effective evaluation also requires having

ccmmon terminology and measures that allow rough
comparison of results obtained using

significantly different data bases andlor

methodologies. The results of this paper and

others (see e.g., Newcombe et al., 1983; Rogot et
al., 1983) suggest a number of avenues for future
research that can be incorporated into existing

procedures in a straightforward manner.

4.3.1. Error Rates—.——
Various authora (see e.g., Newcombe et al.,

1983; Rogot et al., 1983) have presented the
ratea of erroneous matches and nonmatches during
the discrimination stage but generally do not
mention the rates of erroneous nonmatches that
remain unlinked during the blocking stage. As
the Fellegi-Sunter model explicitly provides
measures of the Type I and Type II error rates,
it seems natural to extend investigation of such
rates to both blockiog and discrimination stages.

The results of this paper imply that error
rates occurring during both stages must be
investigated simultaneously. For instance,
during early stsges of the work at EIA no
effective methods existed for accurately
delineating matches and nonmatches during the
discrimination stage. Aa more effective methods
of delineating matchea and nonmatches during the
discrimination atage are developed, it seems
likely that additional blocking criteria (such as
criterion 5 in section 3.1) may be adopted
without increasing the rate of erroneous
nonmatchea.

Other measures, such aa the overall rate of
duplication given in this paper (see also
Winkler, 1984a,b), may provide additional insight
into how well a specific application is performed
and provide additional information comparable
with other applications.

Type I error rates based on samples (see e.g.,
Winkler, 1984a,b) have been ahown to yield
coefficients of variations of approximately 100
percent even with samples as large as 1800.
Although Fellegi and Sunter (1969) indicate that
estimating error rates based on samples yields
high variancea, they did not provide an example
showing the magnitude of the problem. There may
be better methods for obtaining such error rates
and their variances when samples are used.

4.3.2. General Applicability of Linkag.~
Mechanisms

Winkler (1984a,b) showed that the preferred
set of blocking criteria are reasonably
applicable to two other data bases having
different characteristics from the empirical data
base that was used for analyaes in this paper.
In those papers, however, blocking criteria were
investigated independent of the discrimination
stage.

Investigations of the efficacy of different
blocking strategies when both blocking and
discrimination stages are considered
simultaneously are necessary. The investigations
should be performed on files with significantly
different characteristic.

For instance, is the use of an abbreviation
method such as SOUNDEX (e.g., Bourne and Ford,
1961) or NYSIIS (e.g., Lynch and Arends, 1977)

abbreviation of SURNAMEthe only way to block
filea of individuals? If ao, why are such
blocking methods effective in reducing the rate
of erroneous nonmatchea? What methods were
investigated and why were they rejected? Should
files of individuals be blocked several different
ways Usiq significantly different blocking
criteria?

4.3.3. String Com~arators-——--
If corresponding strings such aa SURNAMEare

identified, then it ia possible to define
distance or weighting functions that compare
nonidentical strings. Such weighting functions
(see e.g. Winkler, 1985, pp. 12-16) can be
derived using abbreviation methods such aa
SOUNDEX (e.g., Bourne and Ford, 1961), using the
Damerau-Levens tein metric (e.g., Hall and
Dowling, 1980, pp. 388-390), or the string
comparator of Jaro (e.g., U.S. Dept of Commerce,
1978a, pp. 83-101).

Each of the methods is intended to allow com-
parison of strings in which minor typographical
differences occur. What are the relative merits
of different weighting functions? Am there any
better algorithms for string comparison?

4.3.4. Tracki~True and False Matches
In linking pairs‘~f—r;c=--i~- lists of

buaineases, many erroneous matches Wil~t~e~
similar NAMEs and/or STREET ADDRESSes.
may have different NAMEs andlor STREET ADDRESSes
(e.g., aubaidiaries, successors). Delineation of
moat such matches and nonmatches can require
manual followup which is both time-conaumi~ and
expensive.

If matches and nonmatches are tracked properly
and the weighting methodology for delineating
matches and nonmatchea is reasonably effective,
then many nonmatches that have similar NAMSS and
STREET ADDRESSes to previous nonmatches or
matchea having different NAMES and/or STREET

ADDRESSes from their true Parents will not
reqmire manual review.

To determine if it i.a coat-effective to track
matchea and nonmatches, research is needed to
show :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

how classes of matches and nonmatches of
records linked using various blocking
criteria should be set up to allow
tracking;
how effective weighting schemes should be
determined that allow maximum use of the
tracking system;
how pairs newly linked during an update
should be compared within equivalence
classes and acrosa equivalence (a record
can be linked truly once and falsely many
times);
how updating using the results of 1, 2,
and 3 should be perfotmed; and
how the results of the updating should be
evaluated.
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